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HOENIGMANN, NATALIA M. The Effects of Extralinguistic Con­
trol of Comprehension and Production in the Non-Fluent Child. 
(1976) Directed by: Drc Donald Ge Wildemann0 Ppa 181„ 
The present study investigated (1) the developmental 
sequence postulated to exist between the processes of compre­
hension and production, and (2) the effects of syntactic 
(word order), semantic (animacy of subject and object), and 
extra-semantic (directional correspondence between verbal 
and visual sentence presentations, and task complexity) 
variables upon comprehension and production in the non-fluent 
child* Fifteen nursery school children grouped in terms of 
age and performance on the McCarthy (1972) Scales of Child­
ren's Abilities constructed puzzles corresponding to sentences 
during comprehension trials, and labeled preconstructed puz­
zles corresponding to the same sentences during production 
trials„ Phase I of comprehension trials required the child 
to choose among two subject and two object puzzle piece 
alternatives, to construct correct sentences containing (a) 
an animate subject/inanimate object, (b) an inanimate subject/ 
animate object, and (c) an animate subject/object, and an 
inanimate subject/object^ Correct constructions corresponded 
to the sentence form: "The agent is running/going to the 
objecte" Selection of the incorrect subject and object alter­
natives resulted in the construction corresponding to the 
sentence form: The agent is running/going away from the 
object" (a reverse direction error)e Illogical response 
strategies resulted in the construction of a puzzle where 
both pieces contained the agent (subject-subject error) or 
both pieces contained the object (object-object error)«, 
Phase II comprehension trials required the child to choose 
among three subjects and one object alternative® Correct 
Phase II constructions corresponded to both "agent to, and 
agent away from" sentences? incorrect constructions involved 
either reversing the preposition (reverse direction error) 
or choosing the subject-alternative where the subject was not 
the agent (no action was depicted, termed a no-direction 
error)0 In both Phases I and II, the correspondence between 
the experimenter-presented sentences and the pictorial-puzzle 
stimulus was manipulated. In the matched condition, the 
subject of the sentence was named first and the object second. 
The child then was instructed to construct a puzzle whose 
subject was placed in the first position and whose object 
was placed in the second position (going from left to right)* 
In the mismatch condition, the instructions were identical 
but the correct puzzle construction required that the child 
place the object in the first position and the subject in the 
second position (going from left to right)® 
Multiple repeated measures analyses of variance performed 
between Phases and within each Phase for both percent correct 
responses and response errors disclosed that production 
exceeds comprehension during Phase I (p ̂ .001) and Phase II 
"away from" sentences (p <.05) for all children,, However, 
comprehension was found to equal production during Phase II 
"to" sentences, for children in groups having mean ages of 
4 years 1 month, and 4 years 8 months„ For younger children 
(mean age 3 years, 6 months) the same task found production 
to exceed comprehension• Differential effects of semantic 
and extra-semantic variables were found primarily for the 
youngest children who performed significantly and consistently 
at a level below the older groups on all tasks. Moreover, 
the youngest children made significantly more illogical com­
prehension errors than the other groups, suggesting that the 
child of this age is not under the sole control of the logical 
relations between agent-actor-object, as had been traditionally 
postulated* Production responses were not found to be under 
non-syntactic control for any of the groups, although the 
youngest children made significantly more production errors 
than the older children. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Language development in the young child shows a quali­
tative progression in terms of tooth comprehension and produc­
tion of verbal structures. Such a qualitative progression 
indicates that the variables controlling comprehension and 
production of the non-fluent child change systematically to 
produce related qualitative changes in behavior. The nature 
of the developmental progression and, to an extent, the var­
iables controlling appropriate comprehension and production 
remain a matter of speculation and controversy. This contro­
versy is complicated by recent research suggesting that the 
comprehension and production strategies used with any partic­
ular grammatical structure may be controlled by different 
variables (Chapman& Miller, 1975). Such findings have led 
to further questions related to the independence, interde­
pendence, or equivalence of the two processes of comprehen­
sion and production. 
A number of explanations have been offered to account 
for the variables controlling verbal behavior. Nativists 
such as Chomsky (1965, 1968), Lenneberg (1967), and McNeil 
(1966, 1970a) have suggested a genetically pre-programmed 
maturational unfolding of verbal behavior over time. Pia-
getians have suggested a process akin to that underlying 
cognitive development, which states that linguistic structures 
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are constructed over time, as the individual experiences 
his environment (Beilin, 1975). This explanation relies 
heavily on prior constructions of mental imagery and object-
image relationships. Behaviorists have suggested that lan­
guage learning is due to modeling, imitation, and environmen­
tal contingencies, and the so-called "neopsycholinguists" 
(e.g., Staats, 1974) have suggested that learning principles 
interact with cognitive structures, affecting a systematic 
development of language. 
The paucity of existing experimental evidence relating 
to the variables which control comprehension and production 
precludes conclusions regarding the exact nature of this 
control. However, new research developments provide some 
insight into this issue, and these, in conjunction with a 
brief summary of existing views of verbal behavior will be 
briefly reviewed. 
Qualitative changes in language development have been 
taken as evidence that the language acquisition process is 
constructive rather than genetically pre-programmed. Pia-
getians have taken a somewhat epigenetic view of language 
development, believing language to be acquired "...in the 
same manner and based upon the same principles with which 
Piaget has analyzed intellectual-cognitive development gen­
erally" (Moerk, 1975, p. 151). The view that language is 
constructed and not innately programmed has a number of 
proponents (e.g., Beilin, 1975; Bloom, 1970, 1973, 1974; 
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Bowerman, 1973, 1974; Brown, 197 ; Hutson, 1974; Hutten-
locher, 1974; Morehead & Morehead, 1974; Premack, 1972, 
1973; Premack & Premack, 1974; Sinclair-de-Zwart, 1969, 1971, 
1973a,b). However, despite the popularity of the Piagetian 
viewpoint, the theory is not an adequate explanation of cog­
nitive or language development. The basic concepts in 
Piaget's (1952, 1962, 1970, 1971) theory describe only the 
believed continuity of cognitive intellectual development; 
the variables that control structural changes in development 
are still unknown (cf. Etienne, 1973; Hutt, 1973). Indeed, 
realization of this problem has led some investigators 
(e.g., Staats, 1968, 1971, 1974; Bricker & Bricker, 1974) to 
emphasize the interaction of learning principles with the pro­
posed cognitive structures. 
Recently, Beilin (1975) has proposed that acceptance of 
the constructive nature of language acquisition and develop­
ment requires certain data. Specifically, evidence of step­
wise qualitative differences in performance, which would sug­
gest developmental transitions in linguistic processing, 
would support a constructive explanation. Restated in terms 
of a functional analysis, the experimental data required 
would be an analysis of the variables which control a par­
ticular verbal response form, and a demonstration of a 
developmental shift in control by these variables. Beilin 
(1975) has cited the results of his own research to demon­
strate that indeed, a developmental progression is evident 
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in, for example, the young child's use of passive construc­
tions. Moreover, support for a developmental progression in 
children's comprehension and production of the passive form 
has come from numerous other investigators (Huttenlocher, 
Eisenberg, & Strauss, 1968? Huttenlocher & Strauss, 1968? 
Huttenlocher & Weiner, 1971; Strohner & Nelson, 1974). 
Although a constructive view of language development is sup­
ported by data indicating that the correct use of the passive 
is prefaced by a stepwise developmental progression, the data 
do not eliminate alternative explanations. Indeed, any 
statements made at this time concerning the underlying nature 
of developmental change are necessarily inferential. 
A finding that language acquisition is a gradual devel­
opmental process does not logically exclude the possibility 
that the process is under changing external stimulus control. 
Several theorists have proposed that language is learned, at 
least in part, through contingency management (Guess, 1969; 
Guess & Baer, 1973; Guess, Sailor, & Baer, 1974; Guess, Sailor, 
Rutherford, & Baer, 1968; MacCorquodale, 1969, 1970; Miller 
& Yoder, 1974; Sailor, 1971; Segal, 1975; Skinner, 1957; 
Staats, 1968, 1971). Other investigators have also demon­
strated that imitation and modeling play a greater role in 
language acquisition than was originally believed (Bandura, 
1965; Sherman, 1972; Whitehurst & Vasta, 1974). Indeed, even 
some constructive theorists have acknowledged the role of 
external stimulus control in the acquisition of different 
linguistic structures. For example, Beilin (1975) has 
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suggested that language development may not be accounted for 
by any single process„ Moreover, he suggests that "...the 
processes associated with language development generally are 
affected by a complex of factors that include conditions 
external to the individual as well as internal" (p. 370). 
The relationship of extralinguistic stimulus control in 
the production and comprehension of sentences has, however, 
generally been omitted from developmental accounts of lan­
guage development. This omission can be traced to the tra­
ditional framework of language development formulated by 
Chomsky and his followers (cf. Bever, 1970). This framework 
explained language acquisition on the basis of the child's 
innate knowledge of basic grammatical (syntactic) relations. 
The nativists posited that language could not be accounted 
for by variables external to the organism, because basic 
grammatical relations can be consistently defined only in 
the deep structures of sentences that are beyond the reach 
of any linguistic experiences a child may have (McNeill, 
1971, p. 23). Chomsky (1968), for example, postulated the 
existence of some genetically based language acquisition 
device which abstracted rules of syntax according to some 
unexplained grammar,, In his view, these syntactic rules 
were abstracted from the language corpus a child normally 
hears. Studies which have attempted to demonstrate that 
children in the early stages of language production have 
knowledge of basic grammatical relationships, apart from 
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non-syntactic (extralinguistic) stimulus control, have failed 
to support this claim (Bloom, 1974? Bowerman, 1973; Chapman 
& Miller, 1975? Hutson, 1975? MacNamara, 1972)„ 
Current research findings are, however, supporting a 
view that the child's early sentence comprehension is, at 
least partially, under semantic control. Specifically, Hut-
tenlocher (1974) has shown that a child understands the mean­
ing of a sentence in terms of logical relations between agent, 
action, and object (i.e., semantic relationships, cf., Bower-
man, 1973? Schlesinger, 1971, 1974) and not by grammatical 
or syntactic relationships such as subject of the sentence, 
predicate of the sentence, verb of the verb phrase, etc. 
When semantic interpretations are included in a child's 
early comprehension and production strategies, however, the 
question of Chomsky's abstract deep structure acquisition is 
brought into sharp focus. Specifically, if grammatical rela­
tions can only be defined in the abstract deep structures 
of sentences, and these deep structures are not directly 
exhibited in the speech to which the child is exposed, then 
grammatical relations certainly cannot be learned through 
semantic components. Some researchers have suggested that 
the problem of learning about abstract deep structure when 
abstract deep structure has never been directly represented 
to the child can be solved by arguing that such deep struc­
tures do not exist. For example, Schlesinger (1971) has 
argued that language acquisition involves the direct mapping 
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of semantic intentions onto surface structures. Taking a 
less extreme view, Bowerman (1973), however, has suggested 
that deep structures need not be discarded altogether. In 
fact, she has suggested that basic grammatical relations may 
be acquired through experiencing the ways in which various 
semantic relationships are formally dealt with in language 
(p. 193)» Thus, for example, in early speech productions, 
the syntactic relation of "subject" is understood in terms 
of the semantic function of agent. With increasing linguis­
tic and experiential development, the syntactic relation 
of "subject" expands because the semantic functions of subject 
have become increasingly diverse and have extended the sole 
subject-as-agent function., Bowerman (1973) has suggested 
that early speech may in fact only express simple rules for 
ordering words which are understood functionally. These 
words may be seen as performing semantic functions such as 
"agent, action, and object upon agent" (Bowerman, 1973, 
p. 190). 
Behaviorists, although perhaps not disagreeing in total 
with the semantic view of acquisition, have objected to the 
use of the term "semantic intentions." Segal has argued 
that "Semantic intentions translates as control of verbal 
behavior by discriminative stimuli and reinforcing conse­
quences" (1975, p. 51). In this view, meaning or understand­
ing is not a necessary component of learning. She contends 
that this control is determined "...not by isolated features 
of the environment but by consequences uniquely correlated with 
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relations among environmental events." This assertion of con­
trol has been demonstrated in a series of studies concerned 
with the acquisition and subsequent generalization of certain 
grammatical structures, such as the plural morpheme, in retar­
ded children having mental ages up to four years, five months, 
as well as severely retarded children having virtually no 
prior verbal histories (Guess, 1969: Guess et al., 1973, 
1968; Sailor, 1971). 
Indeed, Chapman and Miller (1975) have suggested that 
external control is the basis of production in verbal 
sequences. They suggest, however, that the principles of 
reinforcement which operate in the control of appropriate 
production responses, may not be operating, or may be oper­
ating in different ways, in the comprehension of verbal 
sequences. Stated differently, comprehension by the non-
fluent child may be inappropriately based on relations among 
environmental events which do not control comprehension at a 
later time in language development (viz., extralinguistic 
relations). Moreover, when comprehension is inappropriately 
controlled by extralinguistic factors, a different set of 
variables may simultaneously produce correct production 
responses. These suggestions are based on the a priori assump­
tion that comprehension in the fluent child is primarily under 
syntactic control. If this assumption is accepted, therefore, 
any non-syntactic control, with reference to this discussion, 
is seen as an inappropriate source of control. Moreover, 
correct syntactic productions in the non-fluent child are 
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assumed to be under the control of a verbal community which 
reinforces only those correct productions. Thus, if at some 
early point in his linguistic development a child can cor­
rectly produce some syntactic structure (e.g., the plural 
morpheme), a question remains as to whether the child's com­
prehension of this structure is based on syntactic stimulus 
control (that is, the "s" is produced in response to certain 
grammatical constraints), or based on some non-linguistic, 
external stimulus control (e.g., a verbal community which 
reinforces pluralization in the presence of more than one 
stimulus). 
The variables controlling early comprehension have only 
recently come under experimental scrutiny (cf., Friedlander, 
1970). Intertwined in this issue is a second related issue: 
How do the variables controlling comprehension at any point 
in time differ from those controlling the production strate­
gies at the same point in time, for any particular grammatical 
structure. The present study was interested in these two 
related research areas in receptive language learning. 
Specifically, this research was concerned with (a) the vari­
ables controlling verbal and particularly non-verbal respond­
ing to verbal stimulation, and (b) the nature of the develop­
mental sequence between comprehension and production of 
particular grammatical structures at the same point in time, 
in the non-fluent child. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OP RELATED LITERATURE 
In a recent series of studies, Huttenlocher and her 
associates (Huttenlocher, Eisenberg, & Strauss, 1968; 
Huttenlocher & Strauss, 1968? Huttenlocher & Weiner, 3 971) 
have investigated a child's ability to determine a relation­
ship between two heard nouns in a sentence as a function of 
external non-linguistic control. For example, using a lad­
der in which certain items are fixed and other items are 
mobile, the child may be asked to respond to such questions 
as "Put the green block on top of/under the red block." 
Even when the mobile item is the grammatical subject and the 
fixed item is the grammatical object, a number of possible 
variations in context are possible. If there is more than 
one mobile object, the child must attend to the subject term; 
if there are possible variations in placement, the child 
must respond to the relational term; if there are multiple 
fixed items, the child must respond to the object term. 
Moreover, when all items are mobile, the child should pre­
sumably incorporate syntactic cues into his response strat­
egy. Huttenlocher and Strauss (1968) instructed nursery 
school children to place one block relative to a second block. 
The second block was fixed in the middle of a ladder. Re­
sponses had shorter latencies when the mobile object was the 
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grammatical subject of the relational term and the fixed 
object was the grammatical object (e.g., The red block 
{[grammatical subject} is on top of the green block {[grammat­
ical objectj). The authors argued that comprehension, as 
reflected in response latency, may require a correspondence 
between the form of a linguistic description and the external 
(extralinguistic) stimulus situation. They postulated that 
a child ascribed the role of actor to the grammatical subject. 
For active sentences, the grammatical and logical subjects 
coincide, but for passive forms, the grammatical object is 
the logical subject (e.g., Tom hit John vs. John was hit by 
Tom). Huttenlocher, Eisenberg, and Strauss (1968) demonstra­
ted that for active sentences, fourth graders had shorter 
latencies in placing a mobile object with respect to a fixed 
object when the mobile object was the grammatical subject 
rather than grammatical object. For passive constructions, 
children had shorter latencies in placing the mobile object 
when it was the grammatical object rather than the grammat­
ical subject. The authors concluded that the differences in 
reaction time were caused by the child's transforming the 
experimenter's statement to correspond to the extralinguistic 
situation in order to comprehend the sentence (i.e., exchang­
ing object and subject, and reversing the relational term). 
The authors suggested that "...when the mobile truck is 
described as logical object, they Jthe children! accomplish 
this by imagining that the fixed truck is actually mobile" 
(Huttenlocher, et al., 1968, p. 304). 
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In a subsequent study,. Huttenlocher and Weiner (1971) 
found that fourth graders had more difficulty in responding 
to a relational description when both items were mobile than 
when one item was fixed. In the experimental situation where 
one item was fixed, children's tendency to move the described 
actor was found to be partially a function of the word order 
of the sentence. Subjects were more likely to move the 
described actor in active sentences when it was mentioned 
first (78 percent) than in passive sentences where it was men­
tioned last (64 percent). This difference in the likelihood 
of moving the described actor in active compared to passive 
sentences was statistically significant. 
When both objects were mobile, word order exerted even 
greater control over the order of the moves. In both active 
and passive sentences, the first object mentioned was also 
the first object moved. It appears that the children in this 
condition matched the external context to the instructional 
verbal stimulus. 
Huttenlocher's findings that sentence comprehension is 
facilitated when the events that the sentences describe are 
consonant rather than dissonant with the accompanying non­
verbal context have been supported by other investigators. 
Non-syntactic control of sentence comprehension has been 
demonstrated by Bever (1970), who found four year olds under­
stand sentences better if the events they described were 
probable rather than rare. Moreover, Strohner and Nelson 
(1974) have extended Bever's (1970) findings to younger 
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children,, In their study, children aged two through five 
were instructed to act out the meanings of sentences using 
handpuppets. The three, four, and five year olds were pre­
sented probable and improbable active sentences (e.g., The 
girl feeds the baby: The baby feeds the girl, respectively); 
probable and improbable passive sentences (e.g., The baby is 
fed by the girl; The girl is fed by the baby): reversible 
active sentences (e.g., The girl follows the boy); and 
reversible passive sentences (e.g., The boy is followed by 
the girl). Thus, reversible sentences, for both the active 
and passive voice, were sentences whose semantic probability 
was not altered when the subject and the object of the sen­
tence were interchanged. The two year olds were presented 
the same types of sentences, except that probable and improb­
able passive sentences were not presented. 
For the three to five year olds, the most dramatic 
changes across ages were reported for reversible passive sen­
tences and for improbable active sentences. Together, these 
two sentence types were correctly portrayed only 30 percent of 
the time by the three year olds, but 85 percent of the time by 
the five year olds. Probable active sentences were consistently 
correct for all age groups. Although the three year olds re­
sponded correctly to probable active and passive sentences 
100 percent of the time, correct responses were never made to 
improbable passives. These results suggest that three year olds 
use a probable-event strategy when presented with improbable 
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action sequences. (See also Hutson and Powers |1974| for sim­
ilar findings with older children.) However, in the revers­
ible sentences, the three year olds could not use this prob­
able-event strategy since both actor-action-object sequences 
and object-action-actor sequences would be equally probable 
in the natural environment. A second strategy appeared in 
these cases. Three year olds seemed to use an actor-action-
object strategy, where any noun-verb-noun sequence was inter­
preted as actor-action object, irrespective of sentence voice. 
This strategy is evident when correct performance on reversi­
ble actives (80 percent) is compared to that on reversible 
passives (27 percent). These findings are in accord with 
Bloom's (1974) observations of early two and three word utter­
ances. Bloom has hypothesized an underlying subject-verb-
object structure for the majority of sentences produced by 
non-verbal children (see also Schlesinger, 1974). 
Strohner and Nelson's findings for two year olds were 
very similar to those of the three year olds. However, the 
two year olds appeared to use the actor-action-object strategy 
less than the three year olds (in reversible active and 
reversible passive sentences). A probable-event strategy 
was also shown to operate for the two year olds when improb­
able active sentences were presented (17 percent correct). 
Strohner and Nelson's findings are important when compared to 
those of Bever (1970) who reported negative results for the use 
of semantic-probability information by children under the age 
of four. Strohner and Nelson (1974) have concluded that by the 
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time a child is five, he is relying less on semantic proba­
bility information than on syntactic structure. 
The differences in results reported by Strohner and Nelson 
and Bever are possibley due to an age selection criterion. 
That is, where Strohner and Nelson grouped their subjects 
according to both age and mean length of utterance (MLU), 
Bever's subjects were grouped only according to age. A recent 
study by de Villiers and de Villiers (1973b)on the use of 
word order in sentence comprehension has provided some sup­
port for this suggestion. De Villiers and de Villiers (1973 b) 
compared their results to those reported by Bever (1970; see 
also Podor, Bever, & Garrett, 1974; Bever, Mehler, Valian, 
Epstein, & Morrissey, In press). In Bever1s study, two and 
three year olds correctly interpreted the reversible active 
sentences on 95 percent of the trials. Moreover, in an investi­
gation of semantically reversible and irreversible passive sen­
tences, two and three year olds were reported to perform at 
chance, even in the presence of semantic constraints to 
facilitate comprehension. However, girls aged three years-
four months to three years-eight months, and boys aged three 
years-eight months to four years, performed at better than 
chance levels on reversible passives. Interestingly, a group 
four months older performed below chance level, systematically 
reversing the passive sentences. Bever has suggested that at 
this stage, a new perceptual strategy was employed, where 
any noun-verb-noun construction was treated as the more 
common active order, agent-action-object. From four years 
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on, there was a steady improvement in the comprehension of 
all passive constructions., De Villiers and de Villiers 
(1973 b) also investigated a child's comprehension of revers­
ible sentences, but unlike Bever's (1970) study, the child's 
level of language production was indicated by MLU (cf. de Vil­
liers & de Villiers, 1973 a) and not by age. De Villiers and 
de Villiers reported that with reversible passives, children 
in Stages I, II, III, and IV MLU (1-1.5; 1.5-2.5; 2.5-3; 
3-3o5 morphemes, respectively) showed no preference for using 
either noun as agent. However, the early Stage IV group 
showed a trend in using the first noun of the passive sen­
tence as the agent, thus reversing the meaning. On the basis 
of this finding, there is no evidence to support Bever's 
conclusions, namely that children act out reversible passives 
correctly until after early MLU Stage IV. Thus, the use of 
a word order strategy employed by young children, as evidenced 
by correct responses on reversible active sentences and in­
correct responses on reversible passive sentences, is not sup­
ported until a more advanced stage of development (de Vil­
liers & de Villiers, 1974; Strohner & Nelson, 1974; chapman 
& Miller, 1975). 
In agreement with the findings of Strohner and Nelson 
(1974) and de Villers and de Villiers (1973 b), Clark (1973, 
1974) and Bloom (1973, 1974) have also reported various obser­
vational and experimental accounts that provide support for 
extrasyntactic control of comprehension behavior in one and 
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two year olds. Their data indicate that comprehension may be 
multiply determined by such variables as the observed rela­
tions among environmental events, the observed relations 
among environmental events previously mentioned in conversa­
tion, and the typical relations among the environmental 
events and objects found in the child's previous stimulus 
history. (See also Gowie, 1974; Gowie & Powers, 1972, for a 
discussion of the effects of expectation on comprehension, 
in children from kindergarten through first grade.) 
Similarly, Vincent-Smith, Bricker, and Bricker (1974) 
have found that contextual cues provided by the experimental 
stimulus situation, gestures, and the child's expectations, 
together with the verbal stimulus, provided a source of 
control of comprehension behavior. Thus, language compre­
hension has been shown to be at least partially under the 
control of non-linguistic events. (See also Powers & Gowie, 
1975, for a discussion of comprehension in the absence of 
contextual cues.) Moreover, in a recent study, Bricker, 
Vincent-Smith, and Bricker (1973) demonstrated differential 
control of comprehension behavior when developmentally 
delayed (developmental quotients below 75 on the Bayley 
Scales of Infant Development) and non-delayed (100 or above 
IQ on the Stanford Binet Form LM or the Bayley Scales of Infant 
Development) children were compared. In a two-choice discrim­
ination test of word comprehension, 28 month old non-delayed 
infants were found to respond to the instructions ("Take X") 
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on the basis of the name of the object. Conversely, younger 
non-delayed (18 months) and both older and younger delayed 
infants matched for age with their non-delayed counterparts 
responded on the basis of object-name irrelevant stimulus 
control (i.e., object preference, object avoidance, position 
preference). Thus, these data show that children who are 
developmentally delayed, as well as those who are young and 
non-delayed, are under inappropriate control of non-linguistic 
stimuli. These data strongly suggest that comprehension 
develops when the semantic properties of objects replace 
linguistically inappropriate stimulus control by other 
dimensions. Unfortunately, the design of this experiment did 
not allow any conclusions of control by syntactic dimensions 
to be made. 
Whetstone and Priedlander (1973), however, have studied 
the degree to which one element of syntax, word order, con­
trols correct comprehension behavior in two and three year 
olds, when compared to the control exerted by the semantic 
function of familiar words out of syntactic context. Ques­
tions and commands were spoken in various degrees of word 
order distortion (viz., normal, misplaced, and scrambled word 
order). The misplaced sentences were formed by reducing 
normal sentences to telegraphic form (e.g./'Where is the 
truck?" reduces to"Where truck?") and arbitrarily reinserting 
the non-referent words (i.e., "is" and "the") out of their 
normal order. The sentence in final misplaced order, then. 
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was "Where the is truck?" Scrambled sentences were formed 
by first disordering the telegraphic form and then reinsert­
ing the non-referent words at random (e.g.,"Truck the where 
is"). The majority of children who were classed as non-fluent 
and holophrastic (mean length of utterance [mluJ = 1.75 mor­
phemes) and those classed as non-fluent and telegraphic 
(MLU = 2.79 morphemes) responded appropriately to both nor­
mal, misplaced, and scrambled sentences. However, the fluent 
children (MLU = 3.73 morphemes) responded significantly less 
to the scrambled sentences than to the normal sentences. 
These data suggest that young non-fluent children's recep­
tive language is controlled by semantic rather than syntactic 
elements. In the same study, Whetstone and Friedlander (1973) 
have addressed themselves to the second issue in this pro­
posal. Even though the fluent children had difficulty in 
responding to the scrambled sentences (correct responses were 
significantly lower than those of the non-fluent telegraphic 
and holophrastic groups) their responses were not affected 
by the misplaced word order (e.g., scrambled: "Truck the 
where is"; misplaced: "Where the is truck"). This finding sug­
gests that both syntactic and semantic control was exerted, 
and also suggests that for the misplaced word order, syntac­
tic non-referent words were not controlling comprehension. 
This is curious in the sense that the fluent children cor­
rectly produced these forms in their own spontaneous speech. 
The authors suggested that: 
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This paradoxical situation leads to the supposi­
tion that although comprehension may proceed more 
rapidly than production in the initial stages of 
language development, there may come a point when 
the child may produce more fluently than he can com­
prehend. That is, a child may be able to pattern 
his own utterances in accordance with the niceties 
of grammar. (Whetstone & Priedlander, 1973, p. 738} 
The comprehension-production issue has also been studied by 
other investigators. Shipley, Smith, and Gleitman (1969) 
studied the comprehension of four holophrastic children 
(i.e., children in the one word stage of production) by observ­
ing the children's responses to commands. These commands were 
divided into so called adult forms (e.g.,"Throw me the ball!") 
and so called child forms (verb + noun: "Throw ball!" and 
noun: "Ball!"). Holophrastic children responded correctly 
more often to the child forms than to the adult forms sug­
gesting that these children responded to speech at or just 
above their own productive limit. However, children who 
began to combine words (telegraphic stage) were reported to 
respond significantly better to the adult commands, suggest­
ing that for these children, comprehension exceeds production. 
These results have been criticized by both Ingram (1974) 
and Bloom (1974). Bloom has indicated the Shipley et al. 
(1969) results for the holophrastic children are not clear, 
since the experimental task did not evaluate whether or not 
the children analyzed the sentence structure of the command. 
This observation was based on the liberal scoring criteria 
employed: only touching or picking up the ball was accepted 
as a correct response. Moreover, both Bloom and Ingram claim 
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that the results of the telegraphic children cannot be 
accepted to mean that comprehension exceeds production if 
the adult commands represented the same syntactic structure 
as that contained in the telegraphic children's own produc­
tions. This objection stems from Bloom's (1970) finding 
that early two and three word utterances are often reduc­
tions of a more complete structure. That is, early utter­
ances appear to be marked by noun-verb, verb-noun, and noun-
noun constructions, leading Bloom (1970) to postulate an 
underlying noun-verb-noun structure. Bloom elaborates her 
position by stating: 
the actual utterance "read book" and "Mommy book" 
would have the fuller underlying structure "Mommy 
read book" given (1) the relevant nonlinguistic state 
of affairs (Mommy reading, or about to read, or sup­
posed to read a book), and (2) evidence elsewhere in 
a large enough corpus of utterances that the child 
understaids the linguistic relations between agent 
(of an action) and object (affected by the action). 
(Bloom, 1974, p. 292) 
Supposedly then, the reduction rules used by the children 
in the Shipley et al. 1969 study may have distorted the fact 
that the child has an underlying noun-verb-noun structure in 
his production. If so, comprehension cannot be concluded as 
exceeding production. 
Bloom (1974) has also criticized the classic study by 
Fraser, Bellugi, and Brown (1963) which concluded that the 
comprehension of syntactic structures precedes the production 
of those structures. The experimental question in the 
Fraser et al., (1963) study was the developmental sequence of 
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grammatical control in imitation, comprehension, and produc­
tion language tasks. In the comprehension task, 34 to 44 
month old children were shown pairs of pictures portraying 
ten different grammatical relationships. For example, one 
picture illustrated one sheep jumping and one sheep not jump­
ing while a second picture illustrated both sheep jumping. 
The stimuli were designed to insure that the grammatical con­
trasts presented did not include the number of sheep in the 
picture, but rather the number of sheep jumping. The exper­
imenter showed the child both pictures and named them but 
did not indicate which name corresponded to which picture. 
The experimenter then spoke one of the picture labels and 
asked the child to point to the correct picture (e.g., Which 
picture shows X?). After all three operations were tested 
(imitation, comprehension, and production) the authors con­
cluded that the developmental sequence in language acquisi­
tion (on the basis of correct responses) was imitation, then 
comprehension, then production of the appropriate grammatical 
structures; hence, the ICP hypothesis. Lovell and Dixon 
(1967) provided further support for this position by repli­
cating these results with two year olds. 
Bloom (1974) has suggested that the production tasks 
employed by Praser et al. (1963) added information to the 
experimental task, and this added information may have influ­
enced the child's response. Specifically, children heard 
the criterion production sentence, during the instructions: 
"There are two pictures, one of X and the other of Y." 
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Bloom also noted that while imitation was shown to bs the 
easiest task, the length of the sentence was always within 
the limits of the child's auditory memory span. Since child­
ren may have trouble repeating sentences which are beyond 
their span, and yet have no trouble producing these sequen­
ces in their own spontaneous speech, the task may have been 
inappropriate for making comparisons between imitation and 
production. 
The ICP test along with the results found by Lovell and 
Dixon (1967) have both been criticized on methodological 
grounds (Baird, 1972; Pernald, 1972). Since response prob­
abilities were not equated in the comprehension and produc­
tion tasks, higher comprehension scores became a procedural 
artifact. In the comprehension task, there are only two pos­
sible responses a child can make; he can point to the picture 
on the left or on the right. However, in the production task, 
there are more than two responses a child can make. He can 
make the appropriate response, the inappropriate response 
(verbal production sequence which corresponds to the picture 
other than the one pointed to by the experimenter), and he 
can make a novel response which would also be counted as 
incorrect. Thus, two incorrect response categories bias the 
score against production whenever a child guesses. When 
Fernald (1972) replicated the study of Fraser et al. (1963), 
equating for response probabilities by not counting the 
third unscoreable or missing response category, comprehension 
and production scores were not significantly different. 
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The ICP hypothesis has also been challenged by White-
hurst and Vasta (1975). These researchers, after carefully 
reviewing the child language area, have concluded that the 
actual ordering of the three stage language process is not 
imitation, comprehension, production, but rather comprehen­
sion, imitation, production (CIP)B According to these authors, 
a child first comes under the discriminative control of the 
relationship between a syntactic structure as produced in 
adult speech and correlated environmental events. Such a 
comprehension process was hypothesized to be a function of 
the variables important to observational learning, including 
explicit reinforcement„ In the second stage of selective 
imitation, early utterances are matched in structure to 
previously heard grammatical utterances. Thus, the syntac­
tic structure employed by adults is thought to acquire stim­
ulus control prior to its selective imitation. The final 
stage included the spontaneous production of the syntactic 
structure in the absence of an imitative component. Although 
comprehension is thought to precede production in this form­
ulation, the authors did not suggest that comprehension 
reaches asymptote prior to the imitation or production (White-
hurst & Vasta, 1974, p. 53). 
In a recent study, Chapman and Miller (1975) have argued 
two important points. The first is that production actually 
precedes comprehension based on syntactic structure alone. 
They propose that while production may be controlled by 
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environmental contingencies, comprehension of different 
syntactic structures may be a function of the patterning of 
intellectual functioning found in Piaget's pre-operational 
stage of intellectual development,, Their second point is 
that extralinguistic, non-syntactic stimulus control may 
constitute the only means by which children learn to compre­
hend sentences in the early linguistic stages of development 
(cf., de Villiers & de Villiers, 1974? Strohner & Nelson, 
1974). The importance of this second point is due to the 
prevailing attitude toward extrasyntactic control of compre­
hension. Chapman and Miller note that, although extrasyn­
tactic control of comprehension has been demonstrated, "...we 
have tended to assume that these strategies were overlaid on 
a basic capacity to understand sentences on the basis of 
linguistic form alone" (1975, p. 356). 
Chapman and Miller found that even though children could 
produce correct syntactic sequences, they did not show compre­
hension in a task employing the same experimental word sequen­
ces. The subjects in this study were chosen to closely cor­
respond to Brown, Cazden, and Bellugi's (1969) Stage I, II, 
and III children. The Stage I children, ages 20-26 months, 
had an average mean length of utterance (MLU) of 1.75 mor­
phemes; Stage II children, ages 20-23 months had an MLU of 
2.25 morphemes: and the Stage III children, ages 28-32 months, 
had an MLU of 2.75 morphemes. 
The stimuli employed in the study were twenty-four sen­
tences, half of which were exact reversals of the other 
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twelve with respect to subject and object,, They were con­
structed from three familiar animate nouns (boy, girl, dog), 
three inanimate nouns (car, truck, boat), and six transitive 
verbs (hit, bump, chase, push, pull, and carry)„ The six 
nouns were all represented by corresponding toy objects„ In 
the comprehension task, the child was presented with the six 
toys and a sentence was presented. The child was then to 
choose the correct toys and act out the sentence. In the 
production task, the child watched the experimenter perform­
ing the action corresponding to the sentence sequences and 
was asked to describe the action,, All lexical items were 
pretested for both comprehension and production,, 
In accordance with Pernald's (1972) suggestions for 
equating response probabilities for comprehension and pro­
duction, Chapman and Miller's scoring criteria were rigid. 
Responses in the comprehension task were scored as correct 
if the action was correctly demonstrated with the appropriate 
subject-object assignments; incorrect, if the action was 
correctly represented but subject and object were reversed; 
and as "no response" if the response was ambiguous, if the 
wrong toys were selected, or if the wrong action was depicted. 
If an unscoreable response was retested, the second test 
result was used as the datum. Guessing rate for a scoreable 
response, if the child did not attend to the order of the words 
in the sentence, was 50 percent. Correct production respon­
ses included subject-verb-object; subject-verb; verb-object; or 
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subject-object sentences. Incorrect production responses 
included the reverse order form of the correct responses. 
Chapman and Miller (1975) reported almost 100 percent mas 
tery on the comprehension task for that group of sentences hav 
ing an animate or human subject and an inanimate object. For 
the Stage I and II MLU groups, performance on the reversals 
of those sentences (inanimate subject, animate object) was 
below chance, indicating that the children were reversing the 
word ordering for the majority of these sentences. Stage III 
children, however, showed no such reversal. Performance on 
those sentences where both subject and object were animate or 
both subject and object were inanimate, was intermediate. 
Size and color as well as animacy were offered as explana­
tions for the differences in performance, since these dimen­
sions were confounded. The production data revealed higher 
percentages of correct responses across all sentence types 
for all stage groups, with no pattern similar to that in the 
comprehension task. The authors suggested that the strate­
gies for the encoding of an event may be different from those 
operative in the comprehension of a sentence. This suggestion 
parallels closely Bloom's (1974) proposal that the processes 
underlying comprehension and production may be mutually 
dependent but different. 
The issue involved in the relationship between compre­
hension and production has led to different lines of theoriz­
ing which have promoted a great deal of controversy. For 
example. Bloom (1974) has proposed a developmentally shifting 
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influence between two dependent but different underlying 
processes, while Ingram (1974) has concluded that the rela­
tionship is unidirectional and comprehension of a particular 
syntactical form must occur before or at the same time it is 
produced. 
Chapman (1974) has suggested that these different con­
clusions regarding the relationship between comprehension 
and production are a function of differing meanings applied 
to the term "comprehension." For greater clarification, 
Chapman (1974, pp. 335-344) has identified four versions of 
the postulated relationship between comprehension and produc­
tion,, The first version is the one ordinarily understood 
when the assertion that comprehension precedes production is 
made* In this version, the comprehension of a particular 
grammatical structure may be controlled by one linguistic or 
extralinguistic variable; the production of that same struc­
ture may be controlled by a second variable. Even though 
the locus of control for the two processes differs, comprehen­
sion of the structure precedes the production of the struc­
ture. As Chapman has noted, the basis for comprehension is 
not necessarily the syntactic structure? in fact the utter­
ance itself may play a minimal role in the understanding of 
its meaning. Moreover, in this version, the cues used for 
comprehension and production are not necessarily identical. 
Thus, Brown's (1973) finding that his famous three subjects, 
"Adam, Eve, and Sarah" produced plural morphemes 90 percent of 
the time, while showing no comprehension of the plural morpheme 
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in a controlled test, could be countered by the objection 
that the comprehension test situation, but not the produc­
tion situation, omitted the appropriate contextual stimuli 
which would control normal discourse„ Moreover, researchers 
who operate from this theoretical version agree that the 
important experimental questions include (a) the extent of 
the comprehension-production gap for any particular syntactic 
structure, (b) the way in which the gap may change with time, 
(c) the variations in the gaps for different structures, and 
(d) an explanation for why the gap exists at all. Chapman 
cites Ingram (1974) as concluding that given version I, the 
data suggest comprehension before production. 
In the next two versions, Chapman sees the direction of 
the relationship as having key theoretical and experimental 
interest. Version II states that if comprehension of a par­
ticular grammatical structure is under the control of the 
structure itself, then comprehension will precede the pro­
duction of the grammatical structure. Production may be 
controlled by some linguistic or contextual stimulus but not 
by the grammatical structure. Version III states the con­
verse. Under the conditions of version II, production pre­
cedes comprehension in version III. As noted by Chapman, 
these versions permit questions regarding the types of compre­
hension strategies (based both on linguistic and non-linguistic 
information) that lead to early understanding of the grammat­
ical structures. Additionally, these versions promote the 
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question of how these comprehension strategies change prior 
to the use of the syntactic structure itself as the sole cue. 
While there is little evidence regarding these questions, 
the grammatical component for some structures is appropriately 
produced before it is used as the sole cue for comprehension 
(Chapman & Miller, 1975)0 This also appears to be true for 
plural morphemes (Brown, 1973; Keeney & Wolfe, 1972). For 
other grammatical structures, Chapman has suggested that 
version II may be correct, and cites Ingram (1974) and 
Fernald (1972) as support. 
The fourth version is representative of Bloom's (1973, 
1974) views on language and is designed to specifically 
define production as well as comprehension cues. Chapman 
has designated this version to be a series of statements of 
possible relationships between comprehension of "x" as a 
function of "y" cues, and production of "x" as a function of 
"z" cues, where all terms are specified. Specifically, the 
fourth version states that when a grammatical structure pro­
vides the only source of control for the comprehension of 
that structure, the context dependent production of that struc­
ture can either precede or follow the comprehension of that 
particular structure. As Chapman has noted, this version 
curtails the search for any single relationship between com­
prehension and production. For example, Chapman has cited 
Premack's (1974) comment that if one first trained a produc­
tion strategy, the comprehension production gap may be larger 
if the subjects' production was a description rather than a 
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mand or imperative, since the latter may require an internal 
representation to mediate between the two modalities. Ver­
sion IV invites experimental questions relating to the vari­
ables important to the comprehension of a sentence in context, 
prior to the use of syntactic cues, as well as the methodolog­
ically more difficult question concerning the variables impor­
tant to the comprehension of sentences that are not related 
to stimuli in the immediate environment. The most important 
question to be asked, however, is how do production and com­
prehension strategies differ and relate to each other for 
given grammatical structures (Chapman, 1974) and how given 
contextual cues relate to the meanings of these grammatical 
structureso The present research was involved with these 
two experimental questions. As an introduction to this 
research, a brief review of the most relevant studies is in 
order. --
Chapman and Miller (1975) have demonstrated that a 
subject-verb-object ordering appeared in the child's produc­
tions before the time that subject-verb-object word order 
alone was used by the child as a cue to the deep structure 
subject and object status, in reversible sentences. Specif­
ically, for children in Stages I, II, and III, consistent 
fully correct comprehension was reported for all groups when 
the sentences were of the order: animate subject-verb-inani­
mate object. When the sentences were of the order: animate 
subject-verb-animate object, or inanimate subject-verb-
inanimate object, performances for the three groups were 
intermediate. Performance was below chance, however, for 
Stage I and II children when the sentences were of the order: 
inanimate subject-verb-animate object,, 
Similarly, de Villiers and de Villiers (1973) showed 
that children below Stage IV did not use word order as the 
only cue in comprehension. Stage IV children, however, did 
show a strong tendency to use the first noun of a passive 
sentence as agent, thus reversing the meaning of the sentence. 
Moreover, Huttenlocher and Strauss (1968) asked nursery 
school children to place one block relative to a second block 
which was fixed in the middle of a ladder. Shorter delays 
were reported when the mobile object was the grammatical sub­
ject of the relational term, and the fixed object was the 
grammatical object. However, it was more difficult for 
fourth grade children to respond to a relational term when 
both items were mobile (Huttenlocher & Weiner, 1971). In 
this situation, word order was reported to account for the 
order of the moves: the first object mentioned was the first 
object moved, in both passive and active constructions. 
Both Chapman and Miller (1975) and Huttenlocher and 
Strauss (1968) have provided support for the idea that sen­
tence comprehension is facilitated when the sentence to be 
understood is of the order: subject-verb-object. In the 
Chapman and Miller study, animacy of the subject appeared 
to be critical; in the Huttenlocher and Strauss study, the 
mobility of the grammatical subject appeared to be critical. 
In either case, children appeared to be attributing the role 
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of "actor" to the grammatical subject; therefore, the subject 
performed the action to the object in the Chapman and Miller 
study, and the subject was placed relative to an object in 
the Huttenlocher and Strauss study. Prom these results, one 
might conclude that the child was responding on the basis of 
the logical meaning of the sentence; the logical semantic 
relationship between agent, action, and object. This seman­
tic relationship also appeared to underlie the probable event 
strategies reported by Strohner and Nelson (1974) for the per­
formance of three and four year olds to improbable active and 
passive sentences, as well as to the actor-action-bbject 
strategy employed by two and three year olds for reversible 
active performances. A logical event strategy also appeared 
to underlie Chapman and Miller's (1975) findings for Stage I 
and II children, when sentences were of the order: inanimate 
subject-verb-animate object. Such strategies were suggested 
to account for the low performance on these tasks. 
riowever, in those studies where correct comprehension 
performance was found to correspond to probable, subject-
verb-object forms, the ordering of the words in the sentences 
corresponded to the correct ordering of the non-verbal stimuli 
(where either hand-puppets were used to demonstrate the 
sequence, or a mobile object was placed relative to a fixed 
object). For those cases, the sequence of orderings was 
Left-Right (L-R). However, one might ask whether correct 
performance (comprehension) of those forms might also be 
expected if a L-R ordered verbal statement corresponded to 
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a Right-Left (R-L) ordered visual statement, in the active 
voice,, Consider the following situation: 
A two-piece puzzle representing a sentence of the form 
Subject-Verb-Prepositional Phrase (Preposition + Object of 
the Preposition) may represent the sentence in two different 
ways. For example, the sentence "The dog is running to the 
tree" may be pictorially represented by the two-piece puzzles 
in either Figures 1 or 2. In Figure 1, the dog running towards 
the tree is represented by puzzle piece (1), and the non-action 
tree, by puzzle piece (2). Both the verbal and the pictorial 
statement are L-R in direction. 
In Figure 2, the dog running towards the tree is rep­
resented by puzzle piece (2), and the non-action t^ee, by 
piece (1). Although the verbal statement is L-R, the cor­
rect pictorial statement must read R-L, when only the Figure 2 
puzzle pieces are considered. 
Figure 1. The L-R construction for the sentence, 
"The dog is running to the tree." 
/ 
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(1) 
Figure 2. The R-L construction for the sentence, 
"The dog is running to the tree." 
Further, if the dog were placed in position (1), and the 
tree in position (2), to correspond to the order of the 
verbal statement, "The dog is running to the tree," then the 
puzzle would represent the incorrect L-R representational 
sequence, "The dog is running away from the tree," seen in 
Figure 3. 
(1) 
Figure 3„ The L-R construction for the sentence, 
"The dog is running away from the tree." 
This type of task is different from the hand-puppet task 
ordinarily used to demonstrate the reversible sequences: 
"The dog is running to the tree" versus "The tree is running 
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to the dog," as well as the active-passive tests: "The dog 
is running to the tree" versus "The tree is being approached 
by the dog," since no passive form acceptable to our verbal 
community exists for this type of task (cf., "Tom hit John," 
versus "John was hit by Tom"). This type of puzzle construc­
tion task, moreover, eliminated the complications produced 
when active and passive tests are employed (that is, passive 
constructions are not correctly comprehended until past 
Stage IV). 
If the child were presented the verbal statement, "The 
dog is running to the tree" and he or she constructed the 
puzzle represented by Figure 3 rather than Figure 2, one 
could conclude that the child used a subject-verb-object (of 
the preposition) strategy irrelevant to the logical meaning 
of the sentence. In fact, such a response would indicate 
that the child was simply matching the pictorial stimulus to 
the verbal stimulus. This might be expected in light of 
Huttenlocher and Weiner's (1971) finding that word order 
accounted for the order of moves in both active and passive 
sentences, when the child was required to move two mobile 
objects (for example, "Put the red car on top of the blue 
car"). 
The response strategy used in Figure 3 would strongly 
suggest that the child is not performing the critical opera­
tions required to equate the L-R action sequence with the 
corresponding R-L visual stimulus. In the case where a L-R 
verbal and R-L visual stimulus are correctly matched, yet a 
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L-R verbal and a R-L visual stimulus are incorrectly matched, 
control is exerted by factors other than semantic relations 
among the named objects. 
Bever (1970, pp. 279-353) has been a major proponent 
of the view that children use several perceptual-response 
strategies to aid in their comprehension of sentences. Pre­
sumably, such strategies are employed in order to map the 
external sentence form (surface structure) onto the actual 
internal sentence structure (deep structure). According to 
this view, sentences are understood in a form closely corre­
sponding to the internal syntactic structure of the sentences 
themselves. 
Among these perceptual strategies, Bever has included 
five factors. The first factor is segmentation: "Segment 
together any sequence X...Y, in which the members could be 
related by primary internal structural relatidns such as actor, 
action, object...modifier." The segmentation strategy utilizes 
many situational, semantic, and pronunciation cues. Bever 
has presented much convincing data demonstrating that the 
most likely semantic organization among a group of phrases 
can guide the interpretation of sentences, independent of, 
and in parallel with the perceptual processing of the syn­
tactic structure. Moreover, in sentence comprehension, basic 
relational functions (actor, action, etc.) may be assigned 
purely on the basis of semantic probabilities (e.g., men eat 
cookies, cookies don't eat men). 
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Bever's second perceptual strategy is: (2) "The first 
noun-verb-noun clause (isolated during the segmentation 
strategy) is the main clause. Bever further suggests that 
some semantic constraints allow syntactic factors to be com­
pletely bypassed (for example: "The cookie was eaten by the 
dog.") Thus, Bever's third factor is: (3) "Sentence con­
stituents are functionally related internally (deep structure), 
according to semantic constraints. Bever's sequential label­
ing strategy (4) and lexical ordering strategy (5) are very 
similar. They suggest that "Any Noun-Verb-Noun sequence 
within a potential internal unit in the surface structure 
corresponds to actor-action-object." Since the actor-action-
object organization is imposed on sentences as part of the 
basis for segmentation of clauses, comprehension errors dur­
ing passive constructions, for example, are easily understood. 
Bever has emphasized that children between two and six 
years depend almost totally on these perceptual strategy 
generalizations in sentence comprehension. At about the third 
year, according to Bever, children have acquired enough 
experiential data to actively use contextual probability 
information (Strategy 3, above). Other researchers, however, 
have reported these contextual probability cues operate much 
earlier than three years (cf., Strohner & Nelson, 1974). 
A major consideration in the design of this puzzle con­
struction experiment, therefore, was to provide a way to 
analyze the step by step strategy employed by the child in 
arriving at the final puzzle solution, as well as a careful 
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consideration of the types of solutions constructed® Such 
a step by step response strategy analysis would eliminate the 
need for inferences regarding comprehension by providing 
direct observations of the logical strategies employed by 
the child when constructing a picture which corresponded to 
the verbal stimulus. For example, when considering both puz­
zle pieces in Figures 2 and 3 four puzzle constructions are 
possible. These are shown below: 
r> -~iW 
Figure 4. The puzzle construction representing two 
trees in no specified relationship. 
(1) 
Figure 5. The correct L-R construction for the sentence, 
"The dog is running to the tree." 
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Figure 6. The puzzle construction representing the L-R 
sentence, "The dog is being chased by the dog," 
or the R-L sentence, "A dog is chasing a dog 
running," 
Figure 7. The incorrect L-R construction for the sen­
tence, "The dog is running to the tree." This 
construction reads, "The dog is running away 
from the tree." 
In the construction of the puzzle in Figure 4, "Tree 
and Tree," no relationship between objects (other than spa­
tial) is depicted. This construction is improbable, if the 
child is attending to both subject (dog) and object (tree), 
and understands that both subject and object stand in some 
specified relationship to one another. The puzzle construction 
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in Figure 5 is the correct visual representation of the verbal 
stimulus "The dog is running to the tree." The puzzle con­
struction in Figure 5 indicates that the child is compre­
hending the correct semantic relationships depicted between 
subject and object, even when the visual and verbal stimuli 
are in the opposite direction. Construction of the puzzle 
in Figure 6, "The dog is chasing a dog running" (L-R), or the 
passive version, "The dog is being chased by a docf (R-L), 
is also improbable if the child is attending to both subject 
and object and understands that they stand in a specified 
relationship to each other. The puzzle in Figure 7 is a 
probable yet incorrect construction, "The dog is running away 
from the tree." Construction of this puzzle indicates that 
the child is matching the visual stimulus to the verbal stim­
ulus; i.e., the first object named is also the first object 
placed in the puzzle (i.e., position 1). Construction of 
the puzzle in Figure 7 , further indicates that the child is 
not responding to the semantic relationship between subject 
and object. 
If the child constructs the puzzle in Figure 5, rather 
than the puzzle in Figure 7, one might conclude that the 
child is under the control of the correct logical relation­
ships portrayed by the verbal statement: "The dog is running 
to the tree." That is, the child understands that the subject 
is also the agent acting in terms of a particular locational 
object. 
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Solution on the basis of a subject-verb-object strategy 
is still a possibility, however, if one were to assume the 
logical equivalence of a L-R verbal sequence and a R-L visual 
sequence,, In this sense, the direction of the two stimuli in 
the two modalities are reversible. That is, the amount of 
semantic information conveyed is the same, regardless of 
the direction of the stimulus. A test of this reversibility 
can be made by presenting the child four possible puzzle 
pieces, where both R-L and L-R alternatives in combination 
are (a) correct (Figures 8 and 9), and (b) incorrect (Fig­
ures 10 and 11). When either the L-R (Figure 8) or the R-L 
(Figure 9) puzzle construction is correct, the probability 
that either alternative would be selected = .5, if the alter­
natives were logically equivalent. Similarly, when either 
the L-R (Figure 10) or the R-L (Figure 11) puzzle is incor­
rect, constructions would be expected to be equally distrib­
uted, if the child does not understand that the appropriate 
semantic relationships described by the verbal stimulus are 
not constructable from the given alternatives. However, if 
the child recognizes that the alternatives are incorrect for 
the given verbal stimulus, the R-L and L-R alternatives would 
be viewed as being equally incorrect. 
Indeed, if these expectations were met, in either the 
(a) or (b) conditions, one still could not conclude that the 
R-L and L-R stimulus directions were logically equivalent. 
However, if consistent directional preferences were shown for 
either the L-R or the R-L constructions, even after the child 
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Figure 8. Correct L-R alternative. 
Figure 9. Correct R-L alternative. 
Figure 10. Incorrect L-R alternative. 
Figure 11. Incorrect R-L alternative. 
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was asked to construct the puzzle for the correct (a) condi­
tion both ways (L-R and R-L), appropriate correction factors 
could have been employed in the final data analysis, to 
balance the response bias, after correct comprehension scores 
had been computed. 
Within this study, differences in comprehension and pro­
duction of sentences having the form: Subject-Verb-Object 
of the Prepositional Phrase v/ere assessed. If a child could 
correctly label the various puzzles for both the L-R and R-L 
sentences, yet incorrectly construct these same sentences 
from the four puzzle alternatives, one could conclude that 
production and comprehension responses, respectively, were 
controlled by different variables. The nature of this control 
was the object of the experimental manipulations. 
A second task was designed to test the extent of the 
child's comprehension abilities for L-R verbal/L-R visual 
stimulus sentences and L-R verbal/R-L visual stimulus sen­
tences. For both conditions, the object was fixed, by pre­
senting only one right puzzle piece (L-R sentences) or only 
one left puzzle piece (R-L sentences) as object. This left 
the subject-verb relationship to vary with the remaining 
three puzzle piece alternatives. For exanple, when the ver­
bal stimulus, "The dog is running to the tree," was presented, 
three different puzzles could have been constructed from the 
four piece alternatives. A simple subject-verb-object strat­
egy could not have been employed since the subject was also 
fixed (all three alternatives were pictures of dogs). What 
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varied, however, was the subtle subject-verb-relationship. 
It was expected t.iat when the discrimination was complicated 
by the simultaneous introduction of several same-subject 
different-verb alternatives, comprehension, even for the 
L-R sentences, would become more difficult. Figure 12 illus­
trates a correct puzzle construction for the sentence,"The dog 
is running to the tree." Figure 13 shows an incorrect con­
struction for the same sentence. The dog in this picture is 
portrayed as having no action, thus this particular dog sub­
ject should not have been viewed as a functional agent. 
Furthermore, Figure 13 does not depict any subject-object 
relationshipf other than a spatial relationship. Figure 14 
illustrates the incorrect construction for the sentence 
"The dog is running to the tree." Construction of this puz­
zle showed that the child was not under the control of the 
directional relationship implied by the prepositional phrase. 
Figure 12. Correct L-R puzzle construction for the 
sentence, "The dog is running to the tree." 
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Figure 13. The incorrect puzzle construction showing 
no relationship between subject (dog) and 
object (tree) for L-R alternatives. 
Figure 14. The incorrect L-R puzzle construction for 
the sentence, "The dog is running to the tree." 
This construction reads, "The dog is running 
away from the tree." 
Figures 15, 16, and 17 represent the same puzzle con­
struction for the R-L sentences as Figures 12, 13, and 14, 
represented for the L-R sentences, respectively. This task 
also included tests to assess differences in comprehension 
and production. Where comprehension was shown to be con­
trolled by relations other than semantic relations among 
objects and events, a systematic analysis of subject-choices 
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(e.g., the child consistently chose the dog facing right or 
the dog facing left) was performed to assess the extent of 
the child's comprehension of the subject-verb relationship. 
* 
(1) 
Figure 15. Correct R-L puzzle construction for the 
sentence, "The dog is running to the tree. 
(1) 
Figure 16. The incorrect puzzle construction showing no 
relationship between subject (dog) and 
object (tree) for the R-L alternatives. 
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(1) 
Figure 17. The incorrect R-L puzzle construction for 
the sentence "The dog is running to the tree." 
This construction reads, "The dog is running 
away from the tree." 
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CHAPTER III 
METHOD 
Subjects 
Nine male (six White and three Black) and six female 
(four White and two Black) children enrolled in the Demon­
stration Day Care Center of the University of North Carolina 
at Greensboro participated in this study,, All subjects came 
from middle class homes. The fifteen subjects were divided 
into three groups of five children on the basis of age and 
performance on the McCarthy (1972) Scales of Children's 
Abilities. The age ranges for the three groups were: 
Group I: 4 years, 5 months, 23 days - 4 years, 
10 months, 22 days 
(mean age = 4 years, 8 months, 22 days) 
Group II: 3 years, 11 months, 21 days - 4 years, 
3 months, 0 days 
(mean age = 4 years, 1 month, 9 days) 
Group III: 3 years, 0 months, 13 days - 3 years, 
9 months, 15 days 
(mean age = 3 years, 6 months, 14 days) 
Although this study had originally proposed to use both 
MLU and age as the criteria for group assignments, pilot data 
did not confirm the findings of earlier studies (viz., Brown, 
1973; de Villiers & de Villiers, 1973a)which indicated that 
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MLU was a sensitive index of linguistic ability. A pilot 
population ranging in age from early two to late four years 
provided MLU data. All ages showed similar advanced 
stages of MLU development but strongly dissimilar perform­
ances on this particular experimental task. Children as 
young as early age three and as old as early age four all 
classified into Brown's (1973) most advanced stage of lin­
guistic development prior to fluency, namely Stage V 
(MLU = 4 morphemes). Behaviorally however, as reflected 
on the experimental task scores, the children's performances 
were not similar,, On the other hand, some children who scored 
in Brown's (1973) Stage III (MLU = 2.75 morphemes) performed 
as well as some of those children who had been classified 
as Stage V. (For these analyses, interrater reliability for 
MLU calculations from recorded tapes of linguistic interac­
tions between child, parent, and experimenter was 0.98). 
Thus, for this particular pilot population, linguistic 
ability as measured by the present experimental task was 
not correlated with MLU data alone, or with MLU in conjunc­
tion with age. 
Due to their limited attention spans, children under 
three were excluded from this study. Extensive pilot data 
indicated that children this young could not complete any one 
session (external reinforcers were not permitted by the day 
care agency). Moreover, children below three demonstrated 
more fear of strangers (two out of any possible eight under­
graduate observers assisted the experimenter during any one 
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session) and greater unwillingness to leave the nursery 
room, than did the older children. Finally, many of the two-
year-olds did not master the pretest for experimental subject 
eligibility. 
As a result of this failure to classify children on the 
basis of MLU, age was used as the criterion for group assign­
ment. In order to avoid a completely arbitrary age classi­
fication, however, all children were administered the 
McCarthy (1972) Scales. 
Of the five McCarthy (1972) Scales subtests (verbal, 
perceptual-performance, quantitative, memory, and motor), 
two (perceptual-performance and motor) were found to reliably 
predict group assignments. 
Two Kruskal Wallis one-way-analyses of variance (Siegel, 
1956) performed on the group mean raw scores (not scaled-
scores) indicated that both the perceptual-performance sub­
test (p ̂ .001) and the motor subtest (p <^.05) reflected that 
the three groups of children were significantly different 
and therefore, that the age cut-offs were not arbitrary. 
The mean raw scores for the two subtests and the three 
groups are listed in Table 1. 
Procedure 
Stimulus Objects. One hundred and fifty-six 3" x 4" 
masonite "puzzle pieces" were constructed using a jig saw. 
Figure 1 shows the shape of the puzzle pieces. Each piece 
was cut to be either a left or a right puzzle piece (see 
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Table 1 
Mean Raw Scores for the Perceptual-Performance 
and Motor Subtests 
Perceptual-Performance Motor 
Group I 48.2 36.0 
Group II 36.4 26.4 
Group III 22.4 21.0 
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Figure 18). Pictures consisted of a xeroxed black drawing 
on a white background. The pictures corresponded to the 
verbal stimuli and were hand drawn. All pictures correspond­
ing to any one verbal stimulus were, therefore, identical. 
The stimulus pictures were then cut to fit each puzzle piece 
and affixed with glue. The number of puzzle pieces used in 
each part of the experiment is shown in Table 2. 
Sentences Phase I: The twelve sentences used in Experi­
mental Phase I are presented in Table 3. They were construc­
ted from the use of four familiar animate nouns: boy, girl, 
cat, dog (Chapman & Miller, 1975), four familiar inanimate 
nouns: tree, house, truck, car (Chapman & Miller, 1975), and 
two progressive verbs: running and going. 
Although previous research in comprehension has used a 
variety of verbs such as bump, push, pull, hit, chase, kiss, 
bite, touch, and so on, the nature of the action (e.g., bumping 
Shape of 
left piece 
Shape of 
right piece 
Figure 18. Representation of a left and 
right puzzle piece. 
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Table 2 
Allocation of Puzzle Pieces to Particular Parts 
of the Experiment 
Object Manipulation Pretest 08 
Production Pretest Nouns 08 
Production Pretest Verbs 12 
Comprehension Pretest Nouns 16 
Comprehension Pretest Verbs 24 
Experimental Phase I 48 
Experimental Phase II 32 
Post Test 08 
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Table 3 
The Twelve Sentences Used in 
Experimental Phase I 
Group A/l Sentences: 
1. The cat is running to the tree. 
2. The dog is running to the house. 
3. The boy is running to the car. 
4. The girl is running to the truck 
Group I/A Sentences: 
5. The car is going to the boy. 
6. The truck is going to the girl. 
7. The truck is going to the dog. 
8. The car is going to the cat. 
Group A/A, i/l Sentences: 
9. The girl is running to the boy. 
10. The dog is running to the cat. 
11. The truck is going to the tree. 
12. The car is going to the house. 
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vs. hitting) is not that discriminable when the child uses 
hand-puppets to model the verb. Consequently, the present 
study employed only the two progressive verbs: running and 
going,, This procedure was designed to maintain certain proba­
bilistic information found in the natural environment (e.g., 
trucks do not run in the same way that boys do, and similarly, 
trucks do not go in the same way that boys do). Because it 
was difficult to prescribe action to inanimate objects, the 
experimenter used both "going" and "moving" when talking about 
inanimate stimulus objects during the pretest. This was done 
to ascertain which verb most clearly conveyed the desired 
meaning to the child. Observations of the childrens1 responses 
during production pretesting indicated almost total prefe­
rence for the verb "going" as opposed to "moving". Hence, 
"going" was used exclusively by the experimenter during the 
actual experimental testing trials. 
The present progressive tense was chosen as the most 
appropriate for describing an ongoing event (cf., Chapman & 
Miller, 1975). Moreover, Brown (1973) has shown that the 
present progressive tense appears earlier in the child's 
earliest utterances than does the third person singular present. 
Animacy and inanimacy were manipulated in this study to 
provide support for the earlier findings of Chapman and Miller 
(1975) suggesting that animacy of the subject is an important 
variable in the comprehension of sentences by young children. 
As can be seen from Table 3, four of the twelve sentences 
contained an animate subject and an inanimate object (Group A/l 
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Sentences)^ four contained an inanimate subject and an animate 
object (Group I/A Sentences); and four contained subject-
object redundancy. That is, two sentences contained an ani­
mate subject and an animate object, and tWo contained an inan­
imate subject and an inanimate object (Group A/A, i/l Sen­
tences ). 
Sentences Phase II: The eight sentences used in Phase II 
are shown in Table 4e Four of the sentences contained an ani­
mate subject and an inanimate object (Group A/I Sentences). 
Of the remaining four sentences, two contained both an animate 
subject and animate object, and two contained both an inani­
mate subject and an inanimate object (Group A/A, i/l Sentences), 
Half of the eight sentences contained a "verb + to" phrase, 
while the remaining half contained a "verb + away from" phrase. 
Phase I-Phase II Comparison. Phases I and II differed 
in several important respects. Phase I assessed the child's 
comprehension performance when presented with two subject 
alternatives (one correct and one incorrect) and two object 
alternatives (one correct and one incorrect). Thus, in terms 
of puzzle construction during comprehension trials, the child 
could respond by constructing (a) the correct subject-object 
puzzle, (b) the incorrect subject, incorrect object puzzle, 
(c) the correct subject, incorrect subject puzzle, and (d) the 
correct object, incorrect object puzzle. 
Phase II, however, assessed the child's comprehension 
performance when three subject alternatives and only one object 
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Table 4 
The Eight Sentences Used in 
Experimental Phase II 
Group A/I Sentences 
1. The cat is running to the tree. 
2. The dog is running to the house. 
3. The boy is running away from the car. 
4. The girl is running away from the truck. 
Group A/A, I/I Sentences 
5. The girl is running to the boy. 
6. The truck is going away from the tree. 
7. The dog is running to the cat. 
8. The car is going away from the house. 
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alternative were presented. Since the object was "fixed," 
the child could construct only (a) the correct subject-object 
puzzle, (b) the incorrect subject (the agent moving either 
"to" the object when the verbal stimulus was "away from," or 
the agent moving "away from" the object when the verbal stim­
ulus was "to") and the correct object, and (e) the incorrect 
subject (the pictured agent is inactive) end the correct 
object. Therefore, Phase II offered a response alternative 
(e) above, not found in Phase I. Moreover, response alterna­
tives (c) and (d) in Phase I were not possible in Phase II. 
The final phase comparison was sentence type. Phase I 
assessed the effects of varying animacy at three levels: 
A/I; I/A; A/A, i/l. Phase II omitted the second level (i/A), 
but included another factor, Location, not found in Phase I. 
Specifically, in Phase II, two of the four A/l sentences 
contained the phrase "X is running/going to Y," and two con­
tained the phrase "X is running/going away from Y." Similarly, 
two of the four A/A, I/l sentences contained a "to" phrase, 
and two contained an "away from" phrase. 
In both Phases I and II, directionality was manipulated. 
For both phases, the LR condition consisted of a verbal 
stimulus which named the agent before the action ("The dog is 
running to the tree"), and which called for a matching puzzle 
construction (dog on the left puzzle facing right, and tree 
on the right puzzle). Conversely, in the R-L condition, 
although the verbal stimulus remained the same, the puzzle 
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construction called for a reversal in placement (dog on the 
right puzzle facing left and tree on the left puzzle). 
Testing Conditions» Each subject was individually 
tested in a separate room provided by the day care center. 
The subject was seated at a table directly across from the 
experimenter. Two undergraduate observers sat at either 
end of the table and assisted in the scoring procedures. One 
observer timed the subject's response latency and duration, 
while the second observer recorded the subject's comprehen­
sion and production responses. Eight undergraduates served 
as observers in this study, but only two observers were 
present at any one experimental session for any one partic­
ular child. Because such variables as subject attendance, 
day care priorities, and observer class schedules could not 
be controlled, observers were not randomly assigned to sub­
jects or to groups. 
Sessions. Each child participated in at least four 
different 30-45 minute experimental sessions, separated by 
a 24 hour minimum intersession interval. The first experi­
mental session for each child consisted of Pretesting. The 
remaining three consisted of Phase I-Left Right (L-R), 
Phase I-Right-Left (R-L), and Phase II. For the younger 
children, Phase II was sometimes broken into Phase II L-R 
and Phase II R-L, resulting in five sessions. The order of 
Phase (I or II) and Direction (L-R or R-L) presentations was 
randomly determined for each child. However, at no time were 
the two phases mixed. That is, if Phase I was presented 
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first, then both L-R and R-L conditions of Phase I were com­
pleted before Phase II testing began. 
Pretesting. To insure that each child understood the 
lexical items used in constructing the experimental sentences, 
each item was presented for both production and compre­
hension pretesting. 
Production Pretest Nouns. The puzzle pieces represent­
ing the eight nouns were presented on either a right or left 
puzzle piece at random. The child was asked, "Tell me what 
this is." If the child was incorrect in his label of the 
picture (e.g., "lady" instead of "girl" or "tiger" instead 
of "cat"), then the experimenter corrected the response by 
saying, "That's a girl/cat." "What is that?" After the 
child imitated the correct response, the next picture was 
presented. When all the pictures had been presented once, 
the missed items were re-presented. No items were missed 
on the second trial by any child. 
Comprehension Pretest Nouns. In the noun comprehension 
pretest, the child was asked to "Give me (the experimenter) 
the picture of X," when "X" was simultaneously presented 
with another one of the seven remaining nouns. Therefore, 
the noun comprehension pretest consisted of a simple simul­
taneous stimulus discrimination task. The nouns were ran­
domly presented on either a right or left puzzle piece. The 
choice of noun alternative for any trial was also randomly 
determined. Comprehension training for errors was not nec­
essary for any child. 
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Production Pretest Verbs. In the verb production pre­
test, each child was shown a picture of a boy running to the 
right, on a right puzzle piece (see Figure 19) and told: 
"See, this is a picture of a boy running." "And see, 
he's running this way (the experimenter motioned the correct 
direction with her finger)." "What's he doing?" The child 
then modeled the correct response by saying, "He's running 
this way (motioning the correct direction with his finger)." 
Figure 19. Boy running to the right on a right puzzle piece 
Similarly the child was shown a picture of a truck moving 
toward the left, on a right handed puzzle piece, and the 
modeling procedure was repeated. After these two modeling 
trials had been completed, the child was instructed "Now tell 
me what these pictures are and what they are doing." Six of 
the eight nouns (tree and house were omitted) were repre­
sented as pictures having action and were included in this 
pretest. The animate nouns were depicted as running either 
to the left or to the right, and the inanimate nouns were 
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depicted as moving either to the left or to the right. Thus 
the pictures presented in the noun and verb pretests differed 
in terms of action. For example a truck in the noun pretest 
was represented as having no driver, parked, and facing the 
childo However# the verb pretest represented the truck from 
the side rather than the front, and a driver was clearly 
visible (see Figures 20 and 21). 
All six nouns were presented twice, once facing the left 
and once facing the right. Whether the right or left facing 
pictures appeared on right or left puzzle pieces was randomly 
determined. In this pretest, the child was asked to attend 
to the direction of the stimulus as well as to the nature of 
the stimulus. Therefore, if the child correctly motioned 
"It's going this way" but failed to identify the picture, he 
was asked "What's going this way?" If the child correctly 
identified the stimulus as "That's a boy running" but did 
not motion the direction, he was asked "Which way is he run­
ning?" After two or three such corrections, the children 
needed no further prompts. 
Comprehension Pretest Verbs. In the comprehension pre­
test, each child was asked to "Give me (the experimenter) 
the picture of X who is/that is running/going," when the 
action noun was simultaneously paired with its non-action 
noun. For example the child was shown a picture of a cat 
running and a cat not running and asked to discriminate which 
one was being asked for. An incorrect response elicited the 
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Figure 20. The noun pretest pictorial stimuli. 
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verbal correction "No, see, this cat is running, that cat is 
just sitting. Now, which cat is running?" All six action 
nouns were randomly presented twice, once facing left and 
once facing righto Whether the stimulus was presented on a 
right or left puzzle piece was randomly determined. At the 
end of the twelve trials, all missed items were re-presented. 
No items were missed by any of the children on the second 
trial. 
Object Manipulation and "To-From" Pretest. The object 
manipulation pretest was designed to adapt the child to the 
use of the apparatus and to teach him how to "construct" a 
puzzle. This pretest also exposed the child to the location 
alternatives: "X running/going to Y" versus "X running/going 
away from Y„" 
Trial One: The child was shown a rabbit facing right 
on a left puzzle piece and a non-action baby on a right 
puzzle piece (R rabbit on L + baby on R). After the child 
identified each picture he was asked to "make a picture of 
the rabbit running to the baby" in the construction box. 
Since there were only two alternatives, most children were 
able to follow the instructions simply by sliding the two 
pieces together. Prompting followed the instructions in a 
few cases. After the puzzle had been constructed, the child 
was asked, "What picture did you make?" If the child did 
not respond "A rabbit running (hopping, jumping, etc.) to a 
baby," the correct response was supplied and the child was 
asked to model. If the child responded with incomplete answers 
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such as "a rabbit" or "a baby" or "a rabbit and a baby," he 
was asked "What's the rabbit doing?" or "What's happening 
in this picture?" After the child emitted the correct re­
sponse, he was asked to repeat the response, as the question 
"What picture did you make/What's happening in this picture?" 
was repeated by the experimenter. 
Trial Two: The child was shown a picture of a (L rabbit 
on R + baby on L). The procedure for trial two followed that 
for trial one. 
Trial Three: The child was shown a picture of a (R rab­
bit on R + baby on L). This time the instructions given to 
the child were to "make a picture of a rabbit running away 
from a baby." The procedure then followed that for trials 
one and two. 
Trial Four: The child was shown a picture of (L rabbit 
on L + baby on R) and again asked to "Make a picture of a 
rabbit running away from a baby." The procedure then followed 
that for the other trials. 
In this pretest, trials one and three corresponded to 
the L-R condition in the experimental task, and trials two 
and four corresponded to the R-L condition. 
Testing Apparatus and Procedure. Subjects were presented 
with a 10%" x 5%" x 1" cardboard container in which a 3" x 8" 
puzzle construction area was clearly marked off from the rest 
of the box with masking tape. This container was placed 
before the child. During inter-trial intervals, a 5h" x 21" 
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cardboard screen was placed between the child and the card­
board container to prevent the child's viewing of the puzzle 
piece alternatives. The experimenter held the screen with 
one hand and sorted out the puzzle alternatives with the 
other, placing each of the four alternatives in a pre-assigned 
randomized position order. This randomized order for posi­
tioning was different for each trial for each child. The 
four alternatives were placed in front of the child in a 
straight line, and then covered by the cardboard screen. 
Comprehension. During comprehension trials the child 
was asked to "Make a picture of x going/running to/away from 
Y." At the end of this statement the experimenter removed 
the screen. The child was then required to choose the two 
alternatives that fit the instructions, and interlock the 
pieces in the construction container. The child also indica­
ted when he was finished with each task. The experimenter 
then picked up the pieces, returned the screen, and began a 
new trial. All constructions, correct and incorrect, were 
followed by "Ok, good, let's try another one." 
Informative feedback was provided by the experimenter, 
however, when the child attempted to place one piece that was 
right side up relative to a second piece that was upside down. 
In this case, the experimenter said: "One of those pictures 
is upside down. Try it again. Maybe you should try to make 
the puzzle another way." If still perplexed, the experimenter 
added "Maybe you should try another piece." All such incor­
rect construction instances were categorized as "other" or 
non-scoreable responses. 
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Production. During the Production trials, the experimen­
ter placed the cardboard screen over the construction con­
tainer, at about a 120° angle from the top of the table, 
and constructed the correct puzzle sequence in the cardboard 
container. These correct sequences were the correct altern­
atives in the comprehension phase. After the puzzle had 
been constructed, the cardboard container was completely 
covered by the screen, and the child was instructed to "Tell 
me about this picture." The container was then uncovered 
and the child's response recorded. If the child noted only 
the subject (e.g., "a girl") or only the object (e.g., "a tree"), 
or both nonrelationally, (e.g., "a girl and a tree"), the 
experimenter asked "What's happening in this picture?" or 
"What's the girl doing?" Sentence presentations were ran­
domly selected for each child. All productions responses were 
recorded verbatim. 
Scoring. Comprehension (Phases I and II). Several 
responses were measured during the comprehension phases of 
this study. These responses are defined below. 
A. Latency: The time in tenths of seconds, required for 
the child to make his first comprehension response. Latency 
was measured from the time that the experimenter completed 
the instructions, "Make a picture of X running/going to/away 
from Y" and lifted the screen (t^), until the child made the 
first physical contact with the puzzle alternatives ^2). 
Latency was measured by stopwatch. 
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B. Duration: The time in tenths of seconds required 
to complete the trial. A second stopwatch, started simul­
taneously with the first at (t^)( was stopped at the end of 
the trial (tg). Trial termination (t^) was cued by the 
experimenter saying "Okay, good." Both latency and duration 
were recorded by the same observer for any one trial. 
Co Strategy: A second observer scored the step by 
step response strategy of the children. The strategy was 
later scored as correct or incorrect. Each of the puzzle 
alternatives was number coded in the upper-right hand corner 
such that the observer could record (1) which piece was con­
tacted and (2) the type of contact. The type of contact 
was coded as either (T): Touch but not move, (M): Move 
to construction area, (R): Return from construction area, 
or (J): Join. A sample strategy score, then, might have 
taken the form: M3 Tl M4 J34 R4 Ml R3 M2 J12. The 
final response in this strategy (e.g., J12), was compared to 
the correct response listed on the coding sheet and marked 
as correct or incorrect. 
Correct (Phase I and Phase II "to" condition). The 
response was scored as correct in the L-R comprehension con­
dition when the agent facing right on the left handed puzzle 
piece and the object on the right handed puzzle piece were 
joined ( R agent on L + object on R). If the correct pieces 
were joined and both were upside down, the response was also 
scored as correct. 
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In the R-L comprehension conditions, the response was 
scored as correct when (L agent on R + object on L) were 
joined. 
Correct (Phase II "away from" condition). During the 
L-R condition the response was scored as correct when (L agent 
on L + object on R) were joined. During the R-L condition, 
the response was scored as correct when (R agent on R + 
object on L) were joined. 
D. Codings of Response Errors. 
Phase I 
(1) Reverse direction. A reverse direction error was 
defined as joining (L agent on L + object on R) during the 
L-R condition, or joining (R agent on R + object on L) during 
the R-L condition. 
(2) Subject-Subject. A subject-subject error was 
defined in both the L-R and R-L conditions, as the joining 
of a right and left handed puzzle piece which portrayed pic­
tures of the same subject (e.g., agent + agent). 
(3) Object-Object. An object-object error was defined 
in both the L-R and R-L conditions as the joining of a right 
and left handed puzzle piece which portrayed pictures of 
the same object. 
(4) Other. An "Other" error was scored when the child 
attempted to join a right-side-up puzzle piece with one 
which was up-side-down•; when the child put the two pieces 
back to back rather than joining the interlocking sides; 
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when the child joined the two pieces together with the 
picture sides down; or when the child stacked two, three, 
or all four pieces on top of each other. 
Phase II 
(1) Othero Same as for Phase I. 
(2) Reverse Direction In the Phase II "To" condi­
tion, the error was defined as in Phase I. However, for the 
"away from" condition, a reverse direction error was defined 
as joining (R agent on L + object on R) during L-R testing, 
and joining (L agent on R + object on L) during R-L testing. 
(3) No Direction,, A no-direction error was defined as 
joining an object with a no action subject, in both the L-R 
and R-L conditions. 
Response errors object-object and subject-subject were 
not possible in Phase IIs The object-object error was ex­
cluded because there was only one possible object picture; 
subject-subject response errors were impossible because the 
subject alternatives were either all on left puzzle pieces 
(L-R condition) or on all right puzzle pieces (R-L condition). 
To join two subjects (agents), therefore, meant that the 
child would have to turn one piece upside down. Such a 
response strategy was classified as "other" (see Figures 22, 
23). 
Production. The responses measured during the production 
phases of the study are defined below. 
A. Latency: The time in tenths of seconds required 
for the child to make his first production response. Latency 
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Figure 22. Representations of possible response errors. 
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Figure 23. Representations of "other" errors. 
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was measured from the time the experiment er completed the 
instructions "Tell me about this picture" and lifted the 
screen (t^) until the subject made the first verbalization 
(12) • T2 was not measured when the child made random verba­
lizations (e.g., "mmms" "let's see," "uh") or made irrele­
vant comments such as "I'm a cookie monster and I'm gonna 
eat you up," or made comments irrelevant to the task but 
task related (e.g., "I got pig tails just like her £the girl 
in the picture}"). When the child made irrelevant or task 
irrelevant comments, the trial was terminated and rerun at 
the end of the session. 
Bo Correct responses. Correct production responses 
included: subject-verb-object; subject verb, verb-object, 
or subject object sentences. However, when the sentence was 
not subject-verb object, appropriate prompts were supplied. 
Subject-Verb; "Which way is he running?" 
Verb-object: "What's going to the tree?" 
Subject-object: "What's the girl doing?" 
Prompts were only necessary in a few cases, after which the 
subject-verb-object form was always completely supplied. 
Synonyms were accepted (e.g., "Cindy" for "girl," 
"Kitty-Kitty" for "cat," "Rover" for "dog," etc.). 
C. Production Errors 
(1) Reverse Direction. Reverse direction errors were 
defined as the use of "away from" when the verb phrase "to..." 
was appropriate, or the use of "to" when "away from" was 
appropriate. With the younger children, approximations of 
"to" were accepted when the child said such things as: 
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"The dog is gonna jump on the girl and eat her up." 
"That truck is gonna run over the dog." 
"That boy is gonna run and hit that girl in the nose." 
These approximations occurred infrequently. 
Approximations of "away from " were also infrequent. 
Examples of such approximations were: 
"The boy is mad at the girl and is going away." 
"The dog's not running to the house 'cause he's going 
the other way." 
"The cat's not running to the boy. He's going this way 
(child motions the correct direction of the agent)." 
(2) Reverse Subject Reverse Object: A reverse subject 
and object error was defined as the use of "to" and "away 
from" correctly, but reversing the subject and the object 
(e.g., "The girl is running to the boy," instead of "The boy 
is running to the girl"). 
(3) Reverse Subject, Object, and Direction: These 
errors were defined as the incorrect use of "to" and "away 
from" in conjunction with reversing the subject and the 
object (e.g., "The girl is running away from the boy," 
instead of "The boy is running to the girl"). 
In those cases where the child made a production error 
and corrected himself, the corrected response was used as 
the datum. 
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Experimental Post Teat 
A post test for L-R—R-L equivalence was administered 
to each child after all experimental sessions had been com­
pleted. A test for this equivalence was made by presenting 
each child four possible puzzle pieces where both R-L and L-R 
alternatives were (a) both correct in Trial 1, and (b) both 
incorrect in Trial 2. All comprehension responses were 
recorded. 
In the trial where both alternatives were correct, the 
child, after constructing either a L-R or a R-L sequence, was 
then asked "Can you make a picture of X running to Y" another 
way. 
In the trial where both alternatives were incorrect, the 
child's response was scored as correct if he verbalized "I 
can't do it" or "It won't work." Often such responses had 
to be cued. The prompt, "What's the matter?" was supplied 
when the child behaviorally indicated his frustration, such 
as shaking his head, or blowing air, or repeatedly commenting 
"Oh Brother," or indicated that he didn't want to play the 
game any longer. Children who incorrectly constructed the 
puzzle were asked "Is that it?" An affirmative response was 
not corrected. 
Experimental Design 
Phase by Phase Comparison. The overall experimental de­
sign is shown in Table 5. This design calls for a multivari­
ate analysis of variance for a one Between Subjects (Groups) by 
four Within Subject (Phase by Task by Direction by Sentence 
Table 5 
Overall Experimental Design: 
Phase I by Phase II Comparison 
Phase I Phase II 
Comprehension 
Task 
Production 
Task 
Compr ehens ion 
Task 
Production 
Task 
L-R 
Direction 
R-L 
Direction 
L-R 
Direction 
R-L 
Direction 
L-R R-L L-R 1 R-L 
a/i a/a, 
I/I 
a/i a/a, 
I/I 
a/i a/i. 
a/i 
a/i a/a, 
1/1 
a/i a/a, 
I/I 
I 
a/i a/at 
I/I 
1 
A/i a/a, a/i A/a, 
i/i I/I 
Gr I 
51 
52 
53 
54 
5 5 
Gr II 
56 
57 
58 
59 
510 
Gr III 
511 
512 
513 
514 
515 
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Type) repeated measures design for fixed effects. This design 
permitted assessment of three dependent measures: total per­
cent responses correct; response latency; and total number 
of reverse direction errors. These dependent measures were 
common to both phases of the experiment, and to the comprehen­
sion and production conditions within each of the phases. 
However, since current computer programs were not available 
for this multi-factored design, simple analyses of variance 
for each dependent measure were performed on this and all 
subsequent designs. Correlations computed between all pos­
sible dependent measures confirmed the suitability of multi-
analyses of variance in place of a multivariate analysis; no 
measures were significantly related. 
Phase I Comparison. The experimental design for the 
Phase I comparison is shown in Table 6. This design involved 
three analyses of variance for a one Between Subjects (Groups) 
by three Within Subjects (Task by Direction by Sentence Type) 
repeated measures design for fixed effects. One analysis was 
performed for each of the three dependent measures: total 
percent responses correct, response latency, and total number 
of reverse direction errors. The Phase I comparison assessed 
the effects of the "inanimate subject/animate object (i/A)" 
comparison, not represented in Phase II. 
Phase II Comparison. The experimental design for the 
Phase II comparison is shown in Table 7. Three analyses of 
variance for a one Between Subjects (Groups) by three Within 
Table 6 
Experimental Design for 
Phase I Comparison 
Phase I 
Comprehension Production 
L-R R-L L-R R-L 
A/I I/A A/A, I/I A/I I/A A/A, I/I A/I I/A A/A, I/I A/I I/A A/A, I/I 
Gr I SI 
52 
53 
54 
55 
Gr II S6 
57 
58 
59 
S10 
Gr III Sll 
512 
513 
514 
515 
Table 7 
Experimental Design for 
Phase II Comparison 
Phase II 
Comprehens ion Production 
L-R R-L L-R R-L 
A/I A/A,I/I A/I A/A,I/I A/I A/A,I/I A/I A/A,I/I 
To Away To Away To Away To Away To Away To Away To Away To Away 
Gr I SI 
S2 
S3 
S4 
S5 
Gr II S6 
S7 
S8 
S9 
S10 
Gr III Sll 
S12 
S13 
S14 
S15 
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(Task by Direction by Sentence Type) repeated measures design 
for fixed effects, were performed on the data. One analysis 
was performed for each of the following dependent measures: 
Total percent responses correct ("to " and "away") response 
latency ("to." and "away") and total number of reverse direc­
tion errors ("to " and "away")0 The Phase II comparison 
assessed the effects of the location factors, "To " and "Away 
from " not manipulated in Phase I. 
Production Comparisons. The experimental design for the 
Production data is shown in Table 8. A repeated measures 
analysis for fixed effects was performed for each of five 
dependent measures. The analysis involved a one Between Sub­
jects (groups) by three Within Subjects (Phase by Direction by 
Sentence Type) design. The dependent measures included: 
Total percent responses correct; response latency, total num­
ber of reverse direction errors, total number of reverse 
subject + object errors, and total number of reverse subject, 
object, and direction errors. Since only two of the three 
levels of sentence type manipulated in Phase I were represen­
ted in Phase II, the inanimate subject/animate object (I/A) 
sentence type was omitted from this analysis. The Production 
comparison assessed the effects of the independent variables 
on all possible production responses. 
Comprehension Comparison; Phase I. This design, shown 
in Table 9, involved a repeated measures analysis of variance 
for a one Between Subjects (Groups) by two Within Subjects (Di­
rection by Sentence Type) for fixed effects. This analysis was 
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Table 8 
Experimental Design: 
Production 
Production 
Phase I 
L -R R-L L-R R-L 
A/I A/A,I/I A/I A/A,1/1 A/I A/A,I/I A/I A/A,I/I 
Phase II 
Gr I SI 
52 
53 
54 
S5 
Gr II S6 
57 
58 
59 
sio 
Gr III Sll 
512 
513 
514 
515 
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Table 9 
Experimental Design: 
Comprehension Phase I 
Phase I Comprehension 
L--R R--L 
A/I I/A 
H
 
H
 
<
 A/I I/A A/A, I/A 
Gr I SI 
52 
53 
54 
55 
Gr II S6 
57 
58 
59 
S10 
Gr III Sll 
512 
513 
514 
515 
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performed for each of seven dependent measures: total percent 
responses correct, response latency, response duration-, total 
number of reverse direction errors, total number of subject-
subject errors, total number of object-object errors; and 
total number of response errors classed as "other." A phase 
comparison was not included in this design since the possible 
dependent measures for the two phases differed. 
Comprehension Comparison; Phase II. Table 10 shows the 
Comprehension design for Phase II. A repeated measures analy­
sis of variance for fixed effects was performed on the data 
(one Between Subjects £GroupsJ by two Within Subjects ([Direc­
tion by Sentence Type)). This analysis was performed for 
each of the following six dependent measures: total percent 
responses correct; response latency; response duration, total 
number of reverse direction errors, total number of no direc­
tion errors, and total number of unscoreable responses called 
"other." 
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Table 10 
Experimental Design: 
Comprehension Phase II 
Phase II - Comprehension 
L -R R-L 
A/I A/A, I/I A/I A/A, I/I 
Gr I SI 
52 
53 
54 
S5 
Gr II S6 
57 
58 
59 
S10 
Gr III Sll 
512 
513 
514 
515 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Experimental results for response latency and response 
duration were found to be generally insensitive to the 
experimental manipulations. That is, response latency was 
found to be sensitive to the independent variables for only 
two out of six statistical analyses, where a Group main effect 
was produced, in addition to a four-way interaction. Simi­
larly, duration was only sensitive to the experimental manip­
ulations in one analysis, again producing a group main effect. 
Since it was believed that discussion of these effects would 
add no more additional information to the present results, 
and because possible human timing errors may have been respon­
sible for the lack of sensitivity to the experimental manipu­
lations, these dependent measures were omitted from the present 
discussion. 
Thus experimental comparisons were confined to two meas­
ures: correct responses and types of response errors. The 
subsequent result section will begin with the analysis of 
correct responses. 
Total Percent Responses Correct 
Phase by Phase Comparison. A repeated measures analysis 
of variance was performed on the arcsine transformations of 
the percent correct data. The factors included one 
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between-subjects-factor (Groups) and four within-subjects-
factors (Phase by Task by Direction by Sentence Type). This 
analysis yielded the following significant effects: 
Group (G), P (2,12) = 56.03, £ <.001 
Task (T), P (1,1:) = 18.81, 2 <.001 
Phase by Task (PxT), F (1,12) = 6.44, £ <.05 
Group by Phase by Task (GxPxT), F (2,12) = 4.123, £ <.05 
Group by Task by Direction (GxTxD), P (2,12) = 5.94, p <.05 
Phase by Task by Direction (PxTxD), P (1,12) = 9.673, p<.01 
Since the significant main effects for Group and Task can not 
be discussed without reference to their higher order inter­
actions, the three-way interactions will be discussed sepa­
rately. All statistical analyses, including post hoc tests 
and utility indices, refer to procedures cited in Soderquist 
and Gaebelein (1976). 
Figure 24 illustrates the significant Group by Phase by 
Task (GxPxT) interaction. Panel 1 shows the Group by Phase 
interaction at both task levels (Tc = comprehension, Tp = pro­
duction). Panel 2 shows the Group by Task interaction at both 
Phases I (P^) and II(P2), and Panel 3 shows the Phase by Task 
interaction for all three groups. 
Inspection of Panel Group x Phase x Task Levels (GxP at T) 
shows that the oldest children, Groups I and II, gave more 
correct comprehension responses (TQ in Panel 1) than did the 
youngest children. Group III, during both phases of the 
experiment. For example, during Phase I, Group I made 
Panel 2 Panel 3 
Croup by Phase Interaction 
for both Comprehension (T ) 
and Production (T ) c 
Croup by Task Interaction 
for both Phases 
I (Pj) and II (p ) 
Phase by Task Interaction 
for all Group levels 
Group X (Cj) Group II (g2) Group III (Gj) 
3.00 
2.50 
2.00 
1.50 
1.00 
0.50 
o.oo_ I .  i 
GxP for GxT for GxP for PxT for PxT for GxT for 
Comprehension Production Phone j Phase IX Group I Croup II Group III 
Figure 24. Phase by Phase Analysis showing the Group by Phase by Tank interaction for total percent responses correct 
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97 percent correct puzzle constructions, Group II made 
88 percent correct constructions, while Group III made only 
6 percent correct constructions. For Phase II, the percen­
tages were increased to 98 percent, 93 percent and 36 percent, 
for Groups I, II, and III, respectively. These differences 
between the youngest (Group I) and both older groups (Groups 
I and II) were significant at the .05 level of confidence 
(Scheffe post hoc analyses between means; critical value 
Cc.v.J for £ <.05 = 1.07). However, in terms of production 
responses (T in this figure), the youngest children made 
significantly more production errors only during Phase II. 
Thus, the youngest children showed significantly poorer 
performance during comprehension of sentences when "to" was 
the only preposition used, as in Phase I, than when both 
prepositions "to" and "away from," were used, as in Phase II. 
The youngest children performed almost as well as both older 
groups when producing "to" sentences during Phase I, but/ 
again, had difficulty in producing "to" and "away from" sen­
tences, in Phase II. 
Inspection of Panel 2, Group by Task at Phases (GxT at P), 
shows that in the comprehension task (Tc) of Phase I, the 
youngest children, Group III, made significantly more errors 
(Scheffe', p <.05, c.v. =1.61) than either Groups I or II. 
During Phase II, however, only the oldest and youngest groups 
differed significantly in their performance and this differ­
ence was confined to the comprehension task. 
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Thus, the comprehension task during both experimental 
phases was more difficult for the youngest group. Both 
older groups performed better than the youngest group when 
"to" sentences had to be constructed from two subject and 
object alternatives. However, when both "to" and "away from" 
sentences had to be constructed from three subject and one 
object alternative, only the oldest and youngest groups dif­
fered significantly. 
Inspection of Panel 3 Phase by Task at Groups (PxT at G) 
reflects the statistical finding that comprehension and pro­
duction responses did not differ significantly at any one 
group level (Scheffe, £ <.05, c.v. = 1.19). 
The Group by Task by Direction (GxTxD) interaction is 
shown by Figure 25. Panel 1 shows the Group by Direction 
interaction at levels of comprehension (T ) and production 
v 
(T ). Panel 2 shows the Group by Task interaction at both 
directional levels (D^ = left-right, D2 = right-left), and 
Panel 3 shows the Direction by Task interaction at the three 
group levels. 
The right half of Panel 1 reflects the statistical find­
ing that none of the groups differed significantly at the 
L-Ror R-Lconditions during production trials (T ), Scheffe, 
£> ^.05, c.v. = 1.52). However, as shown by the left half of 
Panel 1, during comprehension trials (Tc), the youngest 
children made significantly more errors than either Groups I 
or II, in both the L-R and R-L conditions. Thus control of 
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comprehension or production by direction was not found for 
any group. 
Panel 2 of this figure shows the Group by Task inter­
actions for both the L-R and R-L directions (GxT at D). For 
these interactions, the Scheffe critical value at the .05 
level of confidence was .552. Inspection of these inter­
actions disclosed that the youngest children, Group III, 
made significantly more comprehension and production errors 
than either Groups I or II with the L-R sentences. With the 
R-L sentences, the youngest group also made significantly more 
production errors than the other two groups. On the R-L sen­
tence comprehension task, however, the oldest children, 
Group I, made fewer errors than the youngest children. Thus, 
for the R-L comprehension condition, there are larger differ­
ences among groups than in t.he L-R condition. In the R-L con­
dition, the oldest group had little difficulty arranging 
a puzzle whose subject was facing in a direction opposite to 
that suggested by the verbal stimulus, Group II had som? 
difficulty? and Group III h.ad the greatest difficulty. Such 
clear group differences are lost, however, when the phase 
variable is introduced (c.£., Figures 24 and 26). 
During production trials for the R-L condition, this 
three-group difference was not found. The data indicated 
that the youngest group made significantly more errors than 
either of the older groups, whose performances were almost 100 
percent correct. Thus, for the intermediate group, production 
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was a less difficult task than comprehension in the R-L con­
dition, but not in the L-R condition. 
The Direction by Task interaction at each age level 
(DxT at G) shown in Panel 3 did not yield significance 
(Scheffe, £ <.05, c. v. « 1.6). Thus, R«L and L-R scores for 
comprehension, and R-L and L-R scores for production, did not 
differ significantly for any one group. 
The Phase by Task by Direction (PxTxD) interaction is 
shown in Figure 26. Panel 1 shows the Phase by Task inter­
action at the L-R (D^) and R-L (D£) directional levels 
(PxT at D). Panel 2 shows the Phase by Direction interaction 
at comprehension (T ) and production (T ) levels (PxD at T); c p 
and Panel 3 shows the Task by Direction interaction for Pha­
ses I and II (TxD at P). 
Post hoc analyses (Scheffe, £ <.05, c.v. = .592) for 
Phase by Task at Direction (see Panel 1) indicated that 
Phase II differed from Phase I only duringR-L comprehension 
conditions. 
Thus, constructing a puzzle which required the child 
(a) to make a simultaneous discrimination among three subject 
alternatives with a fixed object and also (b) to discriminate 
between "to" and "away from" sentences (i.e., the Phase II 
task), was comparatively easy. On the other hand, having to 
choose among two subject and two object alternatives where 
no "to" and "away from" discriminations were necessary (in 
the condition where the verbal and visual stimulus did not 
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match) was comparatively difficult. In Phase I the child 
was never asked to construct an "away from" sentence. How­
ever, choosing the incorrect subject and object resulted in 
the incorrect construction of an "away from" sentence. Al­
though Phase differences were controlled by direction in the 
R~L condition, the L-Rcondit on where verbal and visual stim­
uli were matched had no differential effect on comprehension 
performance in the two experimental phases. Moreover, the 
production data yielded no phase differences at either the 
R-Lor the L-R conditions. 
Panel 2 shbws the Phase by Direction interaction for 
Comprehension and Production (PxD at T). Only the R-L compre­
hension condition produced a significant difference between 
Phases I and II (Scheffe, £ <,.05, c.v. = .405). Comprehen­
sion scores were higher during the R-L condition of Phase II 
than during the R-L condition of Phase I, a duplication of the 
finding shown in Panel 1. 
Panel 3, Task by Direction at both Phases (TxD at P), 
reflects the significant differences (Scheffe, p ^.05, c.v. = 
.349) obtained during Phases I and II between L-R comprehension 
and production scores, and between R-L comprehension and pro­
duction scores. 
Thus, at both levels of the task requirements, produc­
tion responses exceeded those of comprehension. Therefore, 
children could correctly verbalize the sentence represented 
by a preconstructed puzzle more easily than they could con­
struct a puzzle in response to a verbal stimulus. 
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The Phase by Task by Direction (PxTxD) triple inter­
action, therefore, indicated that production exceeds compre­
hension in the overall phase analysis, and that theR-L direc­
tional sequence resulted in more correct comprehension 
responses during Phase II than in Phase I. 
Thus, in terms of the overall Phase by Phase comparison, 
when all three three-way interactions (GxPxT, GxTxD, and 
PxTxD) are considered, the following findings were obtained: 
(1) correct production responses exceeded correct comprehen­
sion responses; (2) neither phase variables nor direction 
variables interacted with production trials, except for the 
youngest children, for whom Phase II production responses were 
more difficult than Phase I production responses; (3) compre­
hension trials were easier during Phase II than during Phase I, 
but only during the R-L condition; (4) the youngest group con­
sistently made more incorrect responses than either the inter­
mediate or the oldest groups during comprehension trials for 
both directional stimuli. However, only the intermediate 
group found the R-L comprehension condition more difficult 
than the L-R comprehension condition; and (5) sentence type 
yielded no significant statistical effects for the percent 
correct data. 
Phase I Analysis. A repeated measures analysis of 
variance for a one-between-subjects factor (Groups) by 
three-within-subjects factors (Task by Direction by Sentence 
Type) was performed on the arcsine transformations of the 
99 
percent correct data, yielding a significant Group (G) main 
effect, F (2,12)=48.82, £ ̂ .001, and a significant Task (T) 
main effect, _F (1,12) = 24.97, j> <£.001. Tukey's HSD formula 
(c.v. = . 36, _p <.05) applied to the group means showed that 
the youngest children (Group III) made more incorrect respon­
ses than either Groups I or II. Moreover, correct production 
scores were significantly greater than correct comprehension 
scores. These effects are plotted in Figure 27. 
Thus, the Phase I analysis revealed that children found 
it easier to label a pre-constructed puzzle in the "to" sen­
tences, than to construct a puzzle by choosing the correct 
subject-object alternatives which corresponded to "to" sen­
tences. Moreover, the youngest children made significantly 
more errors than did the intermediate or oldest age groups, 
who did not differ from one another. Finally, no signifi­
cant differential effects were found for any of the three 
levels of sentence types(animate subject/inanimate object, 
inanimate subject/animate object, and inanimate subject/ 
object + animate subject/object) on correct responses. 
Production Analysis: Phases I and II. The production 
comparisons for Phases I and II were analyzed using a one-
between subjects (Groups) by a three-within-subjects (Phase 
by Direction by Sentence Type) analysis of variance for 
repeated measures. This analysis, performed on the arcsine 
transformations of the percent correct data, yielded a signif­
icant Group (G) main effect, F (2,12) = 11.057, £ <.01. 
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Tukey's HSD formula applied to the group means (f><£ .05, c. v. = 
.53.) showed that the youngest Group III children made signif­
icantly more errors than either Groups I or II. 
As can be seen from Figure 28, correct production respon­
ses for both Phases I and II were near 100 percent for the 
two older groups, while for the youngest group, production 
responses were only about 71 percent correct. 
Comprehension Analysis; Phase I. The comprehension 
analysis for Phase I involved a repeated measures analysis 
of variance for a one-between subjects (Groups) by a two-
within-subjects (Direction by Sentence Type) design. This 
analysis, performed on the arcsine transformations of the 
percent correct data, yielded a significant Group (G) main 
effect, F (2,12) » 25.4, jo ^.001. Group means were compared 
using Tukey's HSD formula (jd <.05, c.v. = .67), which indica­
ted that Group III made significantly more errors than either 
Groups I or II (see Figure 29). This significant Group effect 
accounted for 41 percent of the variance in the data . 
Comprehension Analysis: Phase II. The comprehension 
analysis for Phase II involved a repeated measures analysis 
of variance for a one-between-subjects (Groups) by two-within-
subjects (Direction by Sentence Type) design. For the arc-
sine transformations of the percent correct data, the analysis 
yielded a significant Group (G) main effect F, (2,12) = 
15.673, £ <".001, and a significant Direction (D) main effect, 
F (1,12 = 4.90, £ ̂.05). Tukey's HSD formula applied to the 
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group means (jg .05, c.v. = .64) indicated that Group III 
made significantly more errors during Phase II comprehension 
than did the two older groups (see Figure 30). The strength 
of association index (u)^) indicated that the Group main effect 
accounted for 30 percent of the variance. In Phase II com­
prehension, although significantly more correct response 
were given during the R-L puzzle constructions than during the 
L-R constructions, the effect accounted for less than one per-
cent of the total variance (w =.0004). The main effect due 
to direction is illustrated in Figure 30. 
For the task in which both "to" and "away from" sentences 
had to be constructed from three subject and one object alterna­
tive, the youngest children made significantly fewer correct 
responses than the intermediate and older groups (Group III = 
23 percent, Group II = 90 percent, Group I = 98 percent, 
respectively). 
Phase II; "To" Sentences. The experimental design for 
Phase II "to" sentences involved a one-between-subjects 
(Groups) by three-within-subjects (Task by Direction by Sen­
tence Type) repeated measures analysis of variance. The 
analysis performed on the arcsine transformations of the per­
cent correct data for "to" sentences yielded the following 
significant effects; 
Group (G), F~(2,12) = 16.52, £ <.001 
Task (T), F (2,12) = 10.46, £ <.01 
Group by Task (TxT), F (2,12) = 4.08, £ <.05 
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Group by Direction by Sentence Type (GxDxE), F (2,12) = 
4.25, £ <.05o The Group by Task and the Group by Direction 
by Sentence Type interactions will be discussed separately. 
Figure 31 shows the Group x Task interaction where Pan­
el 1 shows the group levels plotted at both comprehension 
(T ) and production (T )„ Panel 2 shows the tasks plotted c p 
at the three group levels. Scheffe post hoc analyses of the 
group effect at the two task levels (Panel 1) indicated that 
Group III made significantly fewer correct responses during 
comprehension than either Groups I or II (£ <£.05, c„v. = 1.03), 
Panel 2 shows that correct production responses for Group III 
were greater than correct comprehension responses. This dif­
ference was also significant. The younger children performed 
significantly more poorly (42 percent) than the older groups 
(99 percent for both groups) in a task involving a three 
subject and one object alternative discrimination. Although 
for the oldest and intermediate age groups, comprehension 
and production responses did not differ, (100 percent versus 
99 percent for Groups I and II), Group III performed signif­
icantly better on production tasts (85 percent) than on com­
prehension tasks (46 percent). 
The Group by Direction by Sentence Type interaction found 
in the Phase II analysis for the "to" sentences is shown in 
Figure 32. Panel 1 illustrates the Group by Direction inter­
action at both animate subject/inanimate object (Ej,) and 
redundant subject/object (E2) sentences (GxD at E). Panel 2 
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illustrates the Group by Sentence Type interaction at both 
the L-R (Dj^) and R-L (D2) directional levels (GxE at D). 
Panel 3 shows the Direction by Sentence Type interaction at 
all group levels (DxE at G). Scheffe post hoc analyses indi­
cated only two significant effects, both of which occurred 
for the redundant subject/object sentences which were pre­
sented in the L-R direction. Panel 1 shows that Group III 
made fewer correct responses (27 percent) than either Groups I 
or II (99 percent for both), (jd <.05, c.v. = 1.45). This 
can also be seen in Panel 2 (Scheffe, £ <(.05, c.v. = 1.5). 
The interaction presented in Panel 3 was not significant 
(Scheffe, £ ̂ .05, c.v. = 1.00). Thus, for the Group by 
Direction by Sentence Type interaction, more errors were 
made by the youngest group during the R-L conditions of the 
redundant subject/object sentences. 
Phase lis "Away From" Sentences. The Phase II analysis 
performed on the arcsine transformations of the percent cor­
rect data for the "away from" sentences yielded a significant 
Group (G) main effect, P (2,12) m 19.04, jd <.001, with Group 
III making significantly more incorrect responses(32 percent) 
than either Groups I (99 percent) or II (97 percent), (Tukey's 
HSD, £ ̂ .05, c.v. =.708). A significant Task (T) main effect 
was also found, P (1,12) = 5.55, £ <.05, where more correct 
responses were made during Production (92 percent) than dur­
ing Comprehension (75 percent). These main effects are illus­
trated in Figure 33. 
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Error Analysis 
The children made a number of different types of response 
errors. As discussed in the method section of Chapter III, 
these errors were classified into three production error cat­
egories (reverse direction: reverse subject and object: 
reverse subject, object and direction) and five comprehen­
sion error categories (reverse direction; subject-subject? 
object-object? no-direction: other). Each category was 
analyzed. These analyses are presented in the subsequent 
sections. 
Reverse Direction Errors; Phase by Phase Comparison. A 
repeated measures analysis of variance was performed on the 
arcsine transformations of the reverse direction error data. 
These data were instances when children said "to" instead 
of "away from" or "away from" instead of "to" during produc­
tion tasks, and when children constructed "agent to object" 
instead of "agent away from object" and "agent away from 
object" instead of "agent to object" puzzles during compre­
hension trials. This analysis consisted of a one-between-
subjects factor (Groups) by four-within-subjects-factors 
(Phase by Task by Direction by Sentence Type) design. This 
analysis yielded the following significant effects: 
Group (G), P (2,12) = 13.342, jg <.01 
Group by Phase (GxP), P (2,12) « 5.48, £ <.05 
Phase by Task (PxT), F (1,12) = 5.514, 2 <»05 
Group by Phase by Direction (GxPxD), F (2,12) = 5.42, 
£ <.05 
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The Group and Group by Phase effects will be discussed in 
terms of the triple (GxPxD) interaction. The (PxT) inter­
action will be presented separately. 
Figure 34 shows the Group by Phase by Direction (GxPxD) 
interactiono Panel 1 illustrates the Group by Phase inter­
action at the L-R (D^) and the R-L (D2) directional levels 
(GxP at D)» Panel 2 illustrates the Group by Direction 
interaction at Phases I and II (GxD at P), and Panel 3 shows 
the Phase by Direction interaction at each of the three group 
levels (PxD at G). 
A Scheffe post hoc analysis between the means (g <^.05, 
c.v. = .664) shown in Panel 1 indicated that the youngest 
group (Group III) made more reverse direction errors than 
either Groups I or II during both directions of Phase II 
but not Phase I. Thus, when children had to choose among 
two subject and two object alternatives for "to" sentences, 
or when they had to emit a "to" sentence to a preconstructed 
puzzle, the number of reverse direction errors did not differ 
among the three groups. However, when children had to choose 
among three subject and one object alternatives for both "to" 
and "away from" sentences, or when they had to emit a "to" 
or "away from" sentence to a preconstructed puzzle, the young­
est children (Group III) made significantly more reverse 
direction errors than either of the two older groups. 
Similarly, as is apparent from Panel 2, post hoc anal­
yses for the Group x Direction interaction at both Phases 
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(Scheffe, £><.05, c.v. = .482) revealed that Group III made 
more reverse direction errors in both the L-R and R-L condi­
tions of Phase II, but not Phase I0 
The Phase by Direction interaction at the three group 
levels is shown in Panel 3. A Scheffe post hoc test (j> ^.05, 
c.v. = .463) indicated that only Group III made more reverse 
direction errors in the R-L condition of the second Phase than 
in the R-L condition of the first Phase. 
Thus, none of the groups made a large number of reverse 
direction errors when the verbal and visual stimuli matched 
(i.e., the first object named was also the first object of a 
L-R puzzle). When the verbal and visual stimuli did not match 
(i.e., the first object named was the second object placed 
in a R-L puzzle), Group III made significantly more reverse 
direction errors during Phase II than during Phase I. 
The Phase by Task interaction for reverse direction errors 
is shown in Figure 35. Panel 1 shows the plot of comprehen­
sion (T ) and production (T ) at both phase levels. Panel 2 
^ XT 
shows the plot of Phases I and II at the two task levels. 
A Scheffe post hoc analysis (jd ^.05, c.v. = .26) between 
means in Panel 1 showed that during Phase I, more comprehen­
sion reverse direction errors were made than production 
reverse direction errors. Errors made during comprehension 
and production trials during Phase II, however, did not differ 
significantly. Panel 2 shows these differences (Scheffe, 
jg ^.05, c.v. = .43). These interactions were not significant. 
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Hence, comprehension responses were more difficult than 
production responses in "to" sentences during Phase I in 
terms of the number of reverse direction errors made. In 
Phase II, however, reverse direction errors in "to" and "away 
from" sentences appear to be equally as frequent in both the 
comprehension and production conditions. 
The general results of the (GxPxD) and (PxT) interac­
tions can be summarized as: (1) More comprehension than pro­
duction reverse direction errors were made during Phase I. 
In Phase II, comprehension and production were equally diffi­
cult. (2) More comprehension errors were made by the young­
est group, and for comprehension and production, these occurred 
during the R-L conditions of Phase II. (3) Sentence type had 
no controlling effects on the number of reverse direction 
errors made. 
Reverse Direction Errors; Phase I Analysis. The analy­
sis for Phase I was repeated using arcsine transformations 
of the reverse direction error data, which yielded a signifi­
cant Task (T) main effect, F (1,12) = 14.63, £ ̂ .001. As 
can be seen in Figure 36 , more reverse direction errors were 
made during comprehension trials than during production 
trials. 
Reverse Direction Errors: Production Analysis for 
Phases I and II. A production analysis was performed on the 
arcsine transformations of the reverse direction error data, 
yielding a significant Group (G) main effect, F (2,12) = 6.47, 
— I 
Comprehension Production 
Eigure 36. ^"Ij^cent reverse direction errors showing 
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£ ̂ .05, and a significant Group by Phase interaction (GxP), 
F (2,12) = 40 56, £ < o05. 
Figure 37 shows the Group by Phase interaction, where 
Panel 1 illustrates the three levels of groups plotted at 
Phase I and II, and Panel 2 illustrates Phases I and II 
plotted at the three group levels« Scheffe post hoc analyses 
performed on the data shown in Panel 1 (G at P) indicated 
that Group III made significantly more reverse direction er­
rors than either Groups I or II (jd <«05, c.v. = .42). Panel 2 
shows that Group III also made more reverse direction errors 
in Phase II than in Phase I„ This difference between phases 
was statistically significant (Scheffe, £ ̂ .05, c.v, = .296). 
Thus, during production trials, only the youngest child­
ren made more errors on the "to" and "away from" sentences 
(Phase II) than on the "to" sentences (Phase I). 
Reverse Subject-Object Errors: Production Analysis for 
Phases I and II . The same production analysis was performed 
on the reverse subject-object data as on the reverse direc­
tion and percent correct data0 Reverse subject-object errors 
involved those instances when children reversed the subject 
and object of a sentence, but appropriately named the subject 
as going "to" or "away from." These data yielded a significant 
Group (G) main effect, F (2,12) = 9.31, £ ̂ .01. Tukey's USD 
formula applied to the group means indicated that Group III 
made significantly more reverse subject-object errors than 
did either of the other two groups (£ <.05, c.v. = .16). 
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These errors occurred very infrequently; only about 1 percent 
of the total possible errors made by Group III were reverse 
subject-object errors. 
Reverse Subject-Object and Direction Errors; Production 
Analysis for Phases I and II. The error response class called 
reverse subject-object and direction combined both reversing 
the direction of "to" and "away from" sentences, as well as 
reversing the subject and the object. These instances were 
so infrequent that the production analysis for these types 
of errors yielded no statistically significant effects. 
Reverse Direction Errors: Comprehension Analysis for 
Phase I. The comprehension analysis for Phase I yielded no 
significant effects when reverse direction errors were used 
as the dependent measure. 
Subject-Subject Errors: Comprehension Analysis for 
Phase I. The dependent measure, subject-subject errors, 
included those comprehension responses made when the child 
constructed a puzzle of which both pieces represented the 
subject (e.g., Girl-Girl). The same Phase I comprehension 
analysis used for the percent correct data was performed on 
the arcsine transformations of the subject-subject error 
data, yielding a significant Group (G) main effect (see 
Figure 38), F(2,12) = 9.28, £ <.01. Tukey's HSD formula 
applied to the group means indicated that the youngest group 
made significantly more subject-subject errors (25 percent) 
than either Groups I or II, who never made this type of error. 
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The strength of association index () indicated that the 
Group main effect accounted for 27 percent of the variance 
in the subject-subject error data0 
Object-Object Errors; Comprehension Analysis for 
Phase I. The error response class called object-object 
involved those instances in which the child constructed a 
puzzle from two object alternatives (e.g. Tree-Tree)«, The 
comprehension analysis performed on the arcsine transformations 
of the object-object error data yielded a significant main 
effect for Groups, F (2,12) = 7.08, £ ̂ .01, and a signifi­
cant Group by Sentence Type interaction (GxE), F (4,12) = 
4.10, £ ̂ .05. 
The Group by Sentence Type interaction is represented 
by Figure 39. Panel 1 shows groups plotted at all three 
sentence types where E^ = animate subject/inanimate object, 
T&2 ~ inanimate subject/animate object, and E^ = inanimate 
subject/object, and animate subject/object sentences® As 
can be seen from Panel 1, Group III made significantly more 
object-object errors than either Groups I or II in the animate 
subject/inanimate object condition (E^), as well as in the 
redundancy condition (E^) where both subject and object are 
animate, or both are inanimate (Scheffe, £ ̂ o05, c.v. = .74). 
For the sentences containing an inanimate subject and animate 
object (E2), the performance of the three groups did not 
differ significantly. As can be seen from Figure 39, Groups 
I and II almost never made object-object errors during the 
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Figure 39. .Group by Sentence Type interaction for Phase I Comprehension Analysis. Panel I shows Groups 
plotted at animate subject/inanimate object sentences (E ), Inanimate subject/animate object 
sentences (E2), and redundant subject/object sentences (^3). Panel 2 shows the three types 
of sentences plotted at the three age levels. 
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comprehension trials of Phase I. However, the youngest group 
did construct puzzles where both subject and object pieces 
were represented with only object pictures0 This object-
object strategy used by the youngest group was less frequent 
in the inanimate subject/animate object sentences than in 
the E^ and sentences. This finding is again clearly 
seen in Panel 2, where object-object errors for the youngest 
group occurred 11 percent of the time in animate subject/ 
inanimate object sentences (E1), 3 percent of the time in 
inanimate subject/animate object sentences (E2)« and 17 per­
cent of the time in the redundant subject/object sentences 
(E^)« This redundant sentence type differed from the other 
two at the .05 level of confidence (Scheffe, c.v. = .42). 
Although interesting, this Group by Sentence type interaction 
accounted for only 3 percent of the variance (as indicated 
% 
by the U calculation). The Group main effect, however, 
accounted for 25 percent of the variance and is shown in 
Figure 40. Group III differed significantly from the other 
two groups (Tukey HSD, £ ̂ .05, c.v. = .385) in the number of 
object-object errors made during the comprehension condition 
of Phase I. 
Other Errors: Comprehension Analysis for Phase I. The 
unscoreable responses comprising that class of errors termed 
"other" did not yield any significant effects. Thus, for the 
comprehension error analysis for Phase I, Group III made sig­
nificantly more subject-subject, and object-object errors than 
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Figure 40. Comprehension Analysis for Phase I showing the significant 
Group main effect for object-object errors. 
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either of the older groups when constructing "to" sentences 
from puzzle pieces where the alternatives were two subjects 
and two objects. Moreover, the Group by Sentence Type inter­
action did not account for much of the variance in the data. 
Reverse Direction Errors: Comprehension Analysis for 
Phase II. The Phase II comprehension analysis for the arcsine 
transformations of the reverse direction data yielded the 
following significant effects: 
Group (G), P (2,12) = 9.61, p ^.01 
Group by Direction (GxD), F (2,12) => 4.56, p ^.05 
Group by Sentence Type (GxE), P (2,12) = 4.07, p 05 
Group by Direction by Sentence Type (GxDxE), P (2,12) = 
6.236, p <.05 
a. 
The strength of association index (^ ) indicated that 
most of the variance was accounted for by the Group main 
effect (= 16 percent). The Group by Direction interaction 
accounted for 2 percent, and the Group by Sentence Type inter­
action accounted for less than 1 percent of the total variance. 
The three-way interaction only brought the omega squared 
(value to 3 percent. These utility indices are under­
standably small, in light of the small proportion of reverse 
direction errors made through the comprehension condition of 
Phase II (no more than 23 percent). 
The Group by Direction by Sentence Type interaction is 
shown in Figure 41. Panel 1 shows the Group by Direction 
interaction for the animate subject/inanimate object sen­
tences (E^) and for the redundant subject/object (E2) 
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sentences (GxD at E)„ Panel 2 shows the Group by Sentence 
Type interaction for both the L-R () and for the R-L (D2) 
stimulus direction levels (GxE at D). Panel 3 shows the 
Direction x Sentence type interaction at all group levels 
(DxE at G)o 
Group III made significantly more reverse direction 
errors than either of the older groups when the stimulus sen­
tences were of the E2 form, irrespective of direction, as is 
illustrated in Panel 1 (GxD at E). Moreover, Group III made 
more reverse direction errors than the intermediate Group II 
in the R-L (D^) conditione but did not differ from the other 
groups during the L-R (D^) condition. 
Thus, it appears that sentences of the redundant subject/ 
object form are more difficult for the older groups to con­
struct when the verbal and visual stimuli match in direction. 
This difficulty accounts for the similarities in group per­
formance (Group 1=1 percent, Group II = 6 percent, and 
Group III = 1 percent). In the verbal and visual stimulus 
mismatch condition, however, the youngest group made more 
errors (25 percent) than the intermediate group (0 percent). 
Although the reverse direction errors made by the oldest 
group only comprised 1 percent, the difference between 
Group I and the youngest group did not reach statistical sig­
nificance. 
For the animate subject/inanimate object sentence forms, 
the youngest group had more reverse direction difficulty in 
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both the L-R (Group 1 = 1 percent, Group II = 0 percent, 
Group III = 30 percent) andR-L (Groups I and II = 0 percent, 
Group III = 30 percent) conditions,, 
Inspection of Panel 2 (GxE at D) discloses that Group III 
made significantly more reverse direction responses than 
Group II for the animate subject/inanimate object sentences 
() in the L-R condition (30 percent versus 0 percent). 
However, Group III did not differ from the other groups when 
the sentences were of the redundant subject/object form 
(E2), (Scheffe, £ <o05, c.v. = Id?)0 Similar findings were 
seen when the stimuli were presented in the R-L direction: 
the youngest group differed significantly from both groups 
during E^ sentences, but not for E2 sentences,, 
Again, the redundant subject/object sentences were more 
difficult than the animate subject/inanimate object sentences 
at both directions of stimulus presentation. The (DxE at G) 
interaction, shown in Panel 3, did not reach significance 
(Scheffe, £ ̂.05, c.v. = 1.04). 
The Group by Direction by Sentence Type interaction for 
reverse direction errors shows that the youngest group consis­
tently made more reverse direction errors than did the other 
groupsa However, the number of reverse direction errors 
made by Groups I and II increased in sentences of the redundant 
subject/object form, while the number of these errors made 
by Group III decreased. This resulted in similar performances 
in the L-R and R-L conditions • 
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Other Errors; Comprehension Analysis for Phase II„ 
The Phase II analysis for the arcsine transformations of 
"other" errors yielded a significant main effect for Groups, 
F (2,12) = 6„429, £ <o05)„ The Tukey HSD formula was applied 
to the group means (ja ^.05, c.v. = ,274) resulting in the 
finding that Group III (18 percent) differed significantly 
in the number of "other" errors made by Group II (4 percent) 
and Group I (less than 1 percent), and that Groups I and II 
also differed significantly,, This effect is represented in 
Figure 42a 
No Direction Errorss Comprehension Analysis for Phase II» 
When choosing among three subject alternatives in the Phase II 
comprehension task, the child could make two types of errors„ 
He could choose a subject moving in the wrong direction (a 
reverse direction error), or he could choose a subject por­
trayed as having no observable action and could therefore not 
be the "agent" in the sentence„ Selection of such a subject 
resulted in a "no-direction" error. 
The Phase II comprehension analysis performed on the 
arcsine transformations of the "no direction" errors yielded 
a significant main effect due to sentence type, F (1,12) = 
12.7762, £ ̂ .01 (refer back to Figure 42)• More no-direction 
errors occurred during the redundant subject/object sentences 
(10 percent) than during the animate subject/inanimate object 
sentences (1 percent)„ 
Thus, it appears that the no-direction error is peculiar 
to the type of sentence presented to the child, namely the 
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redundant subject/object sentence,, Although this effect is 
statistically significant, it has limited utility in account-
ing for the data variance ( (A) 0 5 percent) 0 
Reverse Direction Errors: Phase II "To" Sentences., The 
Phase II analysis performed on the arcsine transformations 
of the reverse direction error data for the "to" sentences 
yielded a significant Group (G) main effect, F (2,12) = 
10.86, £ £.01, a significant Task by Direction by Sentence 
Type (TxDxE) interaction, F (1,12) = 4.99, £<.05, and a 
significant Group by Task by Direction by Sentence Type 
(GxTxDxE) interaction, F (2,12) = 4.99, .05). 
For the four-way (GxTxDxE) interaction, only the signif­
icant three-way interactions are plotted in Figure 43. These 
involved Panel 1, showing Group by Task at levels of Sen­
tence Type (Scheffe, £<£.05, c.v. = .16); Panel 2, showing 
Task by Direction at levels of Sentence Type (Scheffe, £^.05, 
c.v. = .16)? Panel 3, showing Direction by Sentence Type 
at levels of conprehension and production (Scheffe, £^1.05, 
c.v. = .34)? and Panel 4, showing Direction by Sentence Type 
at levels of comprehension and production (Scheffe, jj^.05, 
c.v. .34)o 
Panel 1 illustrates the Group by Task interaction at both 
the animate subject/inanimate object sentences (E^) and the 
redundant animate subject/object, inanimate subject/object 
sentences (E2). Group III made significantly more errors than 
Group II, and Group I made significantly more errors than 
Group II, during the E^ sentences when the task was production. 
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However, for the redundant E2 sentences, both Groups I and 
II made fewer errors than Group III on both comprehension and 
production tasks. 
Panel 2 shows the Task by Direction interaction for both 
sentence types0 The only statistically significant differ­
ence in reverse direction errors in the redundant subject/ 
object sentence condition was that more reverse direction 
errors were made when the task was comprehension than when 
the task was production. 
Panel 3 shows the Direction by Sentence Type interaction 
at the three age groups. The redundant subject/object sen­
tences were more difficult for Group III when the verbal and 
visual stimuli were mismatched (R-L) than when they were 
matched (L-R). 
Panel 4 shows the Direction by Sentence Type interaction 
at Comprehension (T ) and Production (T ) task levels,, In the c p 
comprehension tasks, redundant sentences were more difficult 
to construct in the R-L stimulus presentation condition than 
in the L-R stimulus presentation condition. 
Thus, the Group by Task by Direction by Sentence Type 
interaction for the reverse direction error data for "to" 
sentences shows that the youngest group consistently made 
more reverse direction errors when comprehending and producing 
both sentence types than the other groups with one exception. 
The oldest group had more difficulty in producing animate 
subject/inanimate object sentences than did the intermediate 
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group, and performed at about the same level as the youngest 
groupo Although these differences are statistically signifi­
cant, inspection of the percentages involved discloses that 
the number of errors were, in fact, quite small (0.3 percent 
for Group I, 0 percent for Group II, and 3 percent for Group 
III)o Moreover, redundant sentences were more difficult to 
construct (comprehend) than animate subject/inanimate object 
sentences, only when the visual and verbal stimuli were mis­
matched in terms of directional presentation. 
Reverse Direction Errors: Phase II "Away From" Sentences. 
The Phase II analysis for reverse direction errors performed 
on the arcsine transformations of these errors for the "away 
from" sentences yielded a significant Group main effect, 
F (2,12) = 25.948, jd ^.001), and a significant Group by Task 
by Sentence Type (GxCxE) interaction, F (2,12) » 4.60, £ ̂ .05. 
The Group by Task by Sentence Type interaction is represented 
in Figure 44. Panel 1 shows the Group x Task interaction at 
both sentence types, where the Scheffe critical value at 
£ ̂ .05 was .728. Panel 2 shows the Group x Sentence Type 
interaction at both the comprehension (Tc) and production (Tp) 
task levels, where the Scheffe critical value at the .05 
level was 1.2. For Panel 3, the Task x Sentence Type inter­
action at the three group levels required a critical value 
of 1.4 to reach statistical significance at the .05 level 
(Scheffe). 
The post hoc analyses of the Group by Task interaction 
at the two sentence types (Panel 1) indicated that Group III 
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made significantly more reverse direction errors than 
Groups I or II in comprehension of animate subject/inanimate 
object sentences (Group III = 42 percent. Group II = 0 per­
cent, Group I = ,7 percent, and in comprehension (Group III = 
34 percent, Group II = 6 percent, Group 1=0 percent) and 
production (Group III = 42 percent, Group II = 0 percent, 
Group 1=0 percent) of the redundant subject/object senten­
ces., The groups did equally well when the task was to pro­
duce animate subject/inanimate object sentences correctly0 
The post hoc analyses of the Group by Sentence Type 
interaction at comprehension and production task levels 
(Panel 2) indicated that Group III differed from Groups I 
and II in comprehension of animate subject/inanimate object 
sentences (Group III = 42 percent, Group II « 0 percent, 
Group I = 0o7 percent), and production of redundant subject/ 
object sentences (Group III = 42 percent, Group II and Group I 
0 percent). However, in comprehension of redundant senten­
ces, Group I (0 percent) made significantly fewer reverse 
direction errors than either Groups II (6 percent) or III 
(34 percent). 
The Task by Sentence Type interaction shown in Panel 3 
did not reach significance., Thus, analysis of the Group 
Task by Sentence Type interaction found in the reverse direc­
tion data for "away from" sentences indicated that the direc­
tion of the verbal and visual stimuli had no significant 
effect. Moreover, the youngest children consistently per­
formed at a lower level than either the intermediate or the 
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oldest age groups when constructing puzzles of both animate 
subject/inanimate object sentences, and when constructing 
and labeling redundant subject/object sentences. Labeling 
the animate subject/inanimate object sentences was no more 
difficult for the younger children than for the older age 
groups. 
The intermediate group performed as well as the oldest 
group, except when puzzle construction of redundant subject/ 
object sentences was required. On this task, the intermed­
iate group performed like the youngest group of children. 
Experimental Post Test Results 
The post test for L-R—-R-L equivalence was performed to 
ascertain whether the children found the L-R and R-L puzzle 
construction tasks logically equivalent. Bias for one direc­
tion or the other would have been incorporated into a correc­
tion formula for those particular data had a direction main 
effect been found. Since directionality interacted with sev­
eral other variables and did not solely control either com­
prehension or production responses, no correction formula 
was employed. Since a correction was unnecessary, no fur­
ther analyses were performed on the post test data. The 
results of the post test data are shown in Appendix A. 
Strategy Analysis Results 
Although each child's strategy was carefully coded, 
significant data were lost when the children either (a) moved 
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too quickly for accurate coding, or (b) visually scanned the 
puzzle alternatives for long periods of time, not touching 
any of them until ready to make a final construction. Due 
to these coding obstacles, the strategy analysis was not 
examined further. 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
The present investigation was designed to answer two 
inter-related questions. The first question dealt with the 
nature of the developmental sequence postulated to exist 
between the processes of comprehension and production of 
language by the non-fluent child. Specifically, these pro­
cesses were investigated with reference to sentences having 
the syntactic form: Subject-Verb-Object of the preposi­
tional phrase, when two relational terms, "to" and "away from" 
were used as the sentence prepositions. Answers to this 
question were sought through the examination of possible per­
formance differences for comprehension and production tasks, 
by children who were in developmentally different linguistic 
stages, but who demonstrated subject-verb-object forms in 
their own productions. 
On the basis of previous research, it was predicted that 
the production of sentences having correct syntactic subject-
verb-object orderings would precede the comprehension of sen­
tences having this ordering, when the syntactic structure 
itself (word order) was used as the sole cue for deep struc­
ture subject and object relations, in less linguistically 
developed children. 
The second question dealt with the type of variables 
controlling correct comprehension and production responses 
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in children of different stages of linguistic development 
(defined by age and cognitive development scores)• Answers 
to this question were sought through examination of the 
number and type of errors made to extralinguistic (semantic) 
factors such as animacy of the subject and object, extra-
semantic factors such as directional correspondence between 
verbal and visual sentence presentations, and the complexity 
of non-linguistic cues such as having to choose among three 
subjects and one object, or among two subjects and two objects„ 
Finally, the effect of linguistic (syntactic) variables such 
as word order was assessed through the comprehension-
production score comparisons. 
Comprehension and Production 
Correct productions of subject-verb-object orderings 
were found to exceed correct comprehension of such sentences, 
when the form of the sentence was Subject-Verb-"to"-object, 
and the comprehension task involved choosing the correct 
puzzles from two subject and two object alternatives. This 
main effect due to task for the Phase I analysis (see Fig­
ure 27) was significant (£<^,001). Children made 97 percent 
correct labeling responses, but only 59 percent correct con­
struction responses. 
However, when the form of the sentence was Subject-
Verb- "to "-object , but the comprehension task involved choos­
ing the correct puzzles from three subject and one object 
alternative, correct productions of subject-verb-object 
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orderings were not found to exceed comprehension of these 
sentences for the two older groups of children. For these 
children, comprehension and production scores did not differ 
significantly,, Group III, the youngest group, however, per­
formed significantly better on production tasks (85 percent) 
than on comprehension tasks (46 percent)® These findings can 
be seen in Figure 31 for the Phase II analysis, where the 
Group by Task interaction for "to" sentences was significant 
at the .05 level of confidence. 
When the comprehension task involved choosing the cor­
rect puzzles from among three subject and one object alterna­
tive, correct productions of subject-verb-object orderings 
were found to exceed correct comprehension of such senten­
ces when the relational term "away from" was the preposition. 
This significant Task main effect (jd ^,05) in the Phase II 
analysis for the "away from" sentences can be seen in Fig­
ure 33. Children made 92 percent correct labeling responses 
but only 75 percent construction responses during this exper­
imental phase. 
Thus, the conclusion that production exceeds comprehen­
sion in children between the ages of 3-5 must be qualified. 
In sentences containing a prepositional phrase employing the 
relational term "to," the comprehension-production gap seems 
to be a function of the type of comprehension task required 
of the child. When the task requires the child to choose 
among three subjects and one object, the comprehension-pro­
duction gap closes for children above the age of 3 years, 
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10 months. For children below this age, however, production 
exceeds comprehension® However, although the three subject-
one object comprehension task produced no comprehension-
production differences for the "to" sentences in the older 
children, significant comprehension-production differences 
were found for all children when the relational term was "away 
fronu" Moreover, when the task required the child to dis­
criminate among two subjects and two objects, comprehension 
in all age groups lagged behind production. Thus this task 
appears to increase the comprehension difficulty. 
In summary, whether correct productions of subject-verb-
object orderings exceed the correct comprehension of sen­
tences containing subject-verb-object orderings depends on 
(a) the type of comprehension task employed, (b) the specific 
relational term used in the sentence, and (c) the age and 
cognitive development of the child (as measured by the 
McCarthy Scales of Children's Ability). This conclusion 
is reflected in the significant Group by Phase by Task inter­
action derived from the Phase by Phase analysis, reflected 
in Figure 24, where the "to" sentences in Phase I were com­
pared with both the "to" and "away from" sentences in Phase II. 
The Group by Task interaction was found to be significant. 
Semantic Control of Comprehension and Production 
Animacy of Subject and Object. Sentences having (a) ani­
mate subject/inanimate object, (b) inanimate subject/animate 
object, and (c) redundant subject/object (i.e., animate subject/ 
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animate object, or inanimate subject/inanimate object) exerted 
no differential semantic control of either comprehension or 
production responses for groups during Phase I "to" sentences. 
For Phase II "to" sentences, and Phase II "away from" senten­
ces, where only (a) animate subject/inanimate object and (b) 
redundant subject/object sentences were compared, comprehen­
sion and production responses were not differentially affected„ 
Thus, the semantic control exercised by "animacy of the sub­
ject-factors" for younger children (Bever, 1970? Bloom, 1974r 
Chapman & Miller, 1975) was not found with children aged 3-5 
years when comprehension and production responses were com­
pared. 
Extra-semantic Control of Comprehension and Production by 
Directionality 
Directionality was not found to exercise differential 
control of comprehension and production for Phase I "to" 
sentences, or Phase II "away from" sentences. For Phase II 
"to" sentences, however, the significant Group by Direction 
by Sentence Type interaction (cf„ Figure 32) showed that the 
youngest children made significantly fewer correct comprehen­
sion and production responses (27 percent) than either 
Group I (99 percent) or Group II (99 percent), when senten­
ces contained redundant semantic variables (i.e., animate 
subject/object, or inanimate subject/object), in the R-L 
condition. Although this same trend occurred for the L-R 
condition for the redundant sentences and for the L-R and R-L 
conditions of the animate subject/inanimate object sentences, 
these latter differences between the younger and older child­
ren were not significant. Thus, when the verbal stimulus 
followed a L-R progression but the puzzle construction 
required a R-L progression, directionality, interacted with 
sentence type to depress responding in children between the 
ages of 3 years 0 months and 3 years 10 months. 
Extra-semantic Control of Comprehension and Production by 
Non-linguistic Cues 
When Phase I "to" sentences and the combined "to" and 
"away from" sentences in Phase II were compared, significant 
interactions were found for Group by Phase by Task (cf. Fig­
ure 24), Group by Task by Direction (cf. Figure 25), and 
Phase by Task by Direction (Figure 26). Appendix B summa­
rizes the correct response data for the two phases at compre­
hension and production tasks. Inspection of this Appendix 
shows that the younger children performed significantly more 
poorly than both older groups in Phase I comprehension. 
Although the comprehension scores in Phase II followed the 
same trend as those in Phase I, only the Group I and III 
response differences were significant. Production scores for 
the three groups were not significantly different for the first 
experimental phase, but the younger groups made significantly 
more incorrect production responses in the second experimental 
phase than did either of the older groups. 
Although the comprehension differences for the youngest 
group implied that Phase I was the more difficult a task, the 
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percentages did not reach statistical significance. Appendix C 
summarizes the response data for the Group by Task by Direc­
tion interaction. The youngest children made significantly 
more comprehension and production errors in the L-R sentences 
and more production errors in the R-L sentences than the older 
children,. During comprehension of R-L sentences, however, 
all three groups differed significantly, but only the inter­
mediate group made more errors during the R-L condition than 
the L-R condition for comprehension,, Thus, for the intermed­
iate group of children, (mean age 4 years, 1 month), the mis­
matching of verbal and visual stimuli had a disruptive effect 
on comprehension, regardless of Phase (task alternatives). 
Correct comprehension for the youngest group was already so 
much below chance that the introduction of a directional 
stimulus change had no appreciable effect. The oldest group, 
who performed at almost 100 percent in both directions of 
comprehension, was not controlled by a directional change. 
The Phase by Direction by Task data are summarized in 
Appendix D. Comprehension lags behind production for both 
experimental phases. Furthermore, production responses are 
not controlled by direction in either phase: the only phase 
difference occurred during R-L Comprehension. More correct 
comprehension responses were made when the child had to choose 
among three subjects and one object, than among two subjects 
and one object. Thus, in the condition where verbal and visual 
stimuli were in opposite directions, i.e., in the Phase I 
two-subject and two object alternative comprehension task, 
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the task provided nonlinguistic cues which served to decrease 
correct comprehension responses. 
Thus, in summary extra-semantic cues such as direction 
of the verbal and visual stimuli were found to control com­
prehension performance in the intermediate aged children, and 
extra-semantic cues such as task complexity, in interaction 
with stimulus direction, were shown to control overall com­
prehension performance. 
Production 
Production responses in both phases of the experimental 
task were found to be controlled solely by age variables. 
Both Phase I and II production responses for the two older 
groups was near 100 percent correct. On the other hand, the 
youngest group had significantly fewer correct production 
responses. Thus, production of correct subject-verb-object 
orderings was not affected by the particular relational term 
used as the preposition since there was no Group by Phase 
interaction, nor did Sentence Type or Direction affect produc­
tion. 
C omprehens ion 
Phase I comprehension which required the child to choose 
among two subject and two object alternatives for sentences 
with the relational term "to" was controlled primarily by age 
variables. Both Groups I (97 percent) and II (93 percent) 
made significantly more correct responses than did the young­
est group (38 percent). Neither verbal and visual directional 
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factors nor sentence type had any significant effects on 
comprehension in this Phase. 
Phase II comprehension which required the child to choose 
among three subject and one object alternatives for sentences 
involving both the relational terms "to" and "away from" were 
similarly controlled by age factors. Both Groups I (98 per­
cent) and II (90 percent) made significantly more correct 
responses than Group III (23 percent) Moreover, although a 
significant Direction main effect indicated that more correct 
responses were made in the R-L condition (87 percent) than 
in the L-R condition (75 percent), this effect accounted for 
less than 1 percent of the variance in the data. Nonetheless, 
since most language studies on children have not reported 
the percentage of variance accounted for in their data, con­
sideration of the percentages per se are in order if data 
comparisons are to be made with other language studies. 
Comprehension and Production Strategies 
Production. The production analysis yielding a signif­
icant Group by Phase interaction for reverse direction errors 
and a significant Group main effect for reverse subject and 
object errors is summarized by Appendix E. As Appendix E 
shows, Group III made significantly more reverse direction 
errors than either of the other groups, and significantly 
more reverse direction errors were made during Phase II than 
during Phase I. Group III also made significantly more 
reverse subject and reverse object errors than either of the 
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other groups. However, in the case of the Phase I reverse 
direction errors and in the case of the reverse subject and 
object errors, these results are somewhat misleading since 
Group III had an error rate of only 3 percent in each case, 
while the remaining children had no such errors. 
Nevertheless, the errors made during Production trials 
were made by the youngest group. These errors consisted of 
saying "to" when "away from" was appropriate, or saying 
"away from" when "to" was appropriate., Particularly in 
Phase II, where both "to" and "away from" stimulus construc­
tions were employed, having both prepositions served to con­
fuse the children who possibly did not understand the meaning 
of "away from," even though they were introduced to this 
preposition during pretesting. 
Reverse subject and object errors were made less fre­
quently, but when they occurred, they were made by the young­
est group. This type of error involved reversing the subject 
and the object, but using the preposition correctly. It 
was possible to make a third type of error, which happened so 
infrequently that no significant statistical effects were 
found. This error involved the youngest group and consisted 
of making a reverse direction error in conjunction with 
reversing the subject and the object. 
Comprehension Strategies 
Phase I» Although the Phase I analysis indicated that 
significantly more reverse direction errors were made during 
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comprehension trials (11 percent) than during production 
trials (0.5 percent), the Comprehension Analysis for Phase I 
yielded no significant effects when reverse direction errors 
were measured,, 
Appendix P summarizes the significant Group Main effect 
for both subject-subject errors and object-object errors. 
The Group by Sentence Type interaction for object-object 
errors is also shown in Appendix F, although this effect was 
very small ( Q = .03%). As can be seen from the appendix, only 
the youngest group made subject-subject and object-object 
errors, both of which would have been highly improbable 
had the child been attending to both the subject and the 
object terms and recognized that subject and object had a 
specified relation to one another. The Group by Sentence 
Type interaction for object-object errors showed that signif­
icantly more errors were made by the youngest group during 
redundant subject-object sentences and animate subject/ 
inanimate object sentences than during inanimate subject/ 
animate object sentences. These results were not expected in 
light of Chapman and Miller's (1975) findings that very young 
children made fewer responses in the animate subject/inanimate 
object category than in the inanimate subject/animate object 
category. These sentence types are probably more frequently 
represented in the speech the child normally hears, and there­
fore carry more semantic probability information (Chapman & 
Miller, 1975). The present findings are in direct opposition 
to those reported by Chapman and Miller when object-object 
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errors are made. However, these errors were made only 9 per­
cent of the time during Phase I comprehension, as Appendix P 
shows. 
Comprehension Strategies 
Phase II. Appendix G summarizes the Group by Direction 
by Sentence Type interaction obtained from the Phase II com­
prehension analysis when both "to" and "away" sentences were 
combined for the reverse direction errors. This appendix 
also summarizes the Group main effect for the Phase II com­
prehension analysis for other errors. As can be seen in this 
appendix, the youngest group made significantly more reverse 
direction errors than the other groups during animate subject/ 
inanimate object sentences in both the L-R and R-L conditions. 
However, for the redundant subject/object sentences, Group II 
made more errors, and Group III fewer errors in the L-R con­
dition, thus resulting in equal performances by all three 
groups. Again, all three groups had very few (less than 
10 percent of these types of errors). In the R-L condition 
for the redundant sentences, Group III differed significantly 
only from the intermediate Group. However, the Group III -
Group I difference approached significance since the two older 
groups only differed by 1 percent. 
Thus the youngest group made significantly more reverse 
direction errors than the other groups in all but the L-R 
condition for redundant sentences. Appendix G also shows that 
the youngest children made significantly more non-scoreable 
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"other" response errors than Groups I or II, and the inter­
mediate group made significantly more nonscoreable response 
than Group I. However, the two older groups only differed 
by 4 percento The factors controlling this weak but signif­
icant developmental trend are not obvious. 
A significant Sentence Type main effect for No Direction 
errors (the selection of a non-action subject in place of an 
action subject) indicated that these errors were sentence 
specifico They occurred 10 percent of the time during redun­
dant subject-object sentences, and only 1 percent of the time 
during animate subject/inanimate object sentences„ Thus 
semantic cues such as animate subject/inanimate object compo­
nents of the sentence seemed to help the child avoid making 
"no direction" errors0 
Phase II Analysis; "To" Sentencese The four way inter­
action (Group by Task by Direction by Sentence Type) for the 
reverse direction data yielded significant findings. However, 
the percentage differences under discussion never exceeded 
4 percent. Therefore, these results will not be discussed 
further, in light of the limited and questionable amount of 
information to be derived from such small response differences. 
Phase II Analysis; "Away from" Sentences. The Group 
by Task by Sentence Type interaction derived for the reverse 
direction data indicated that Group III made significantly 
more errors than Groups I or II when producing redundant sen­
tences, when constructing redundant sentences, and when 
constructing animate subject/inanimate object sentences. 
Indeed, the youngest group used the preposition "to" in place 
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of "away from" almost half the time, during comprehension 
and production trials. Moreover, during comprehension of 
redundant sentences, Groups XI and III did not differ signif-
icantly (6 percent versus 34 percent), although more errors 
were made by the youngest group. 
Thus, semantic cues influenced the intermediate group 
in the redundant sentences, as evidenced by an increase in 
the number of reverse direction errors made in the presence 
of these sentences. The oldest group's performance did not 
change as a function of sentence type or task level (i.e., 
comprehension or production)„ Thus one might conclude for 
the oldest group, (as have Strohner & Nelson, 1974), that by 
the time the child is five, he is responding on the basis of 
syntactic cues. 
Phase by Phase Comparison. The Phase by Phase comparison 
for reverse direction errors supplied additional information 
as to the effects of extra-linguistic cue complexity (Phase 
Task variables) on the numbers of reverse direction errors 
made. The signifcant Group by Phase by Direction interaction 
is summarized in Appendix H. The youngest group made more 
reverse direction errors than either of the other two groups 
during Phase II, regardless of direction. Moreover, the 
differences between the performance of Group III in the R-L 
direction, when Phases I and II were compared, were also sig­
nificant. 
Thus, the extralinguistic cue of task complexity exerted 
significant effect on the youngest children, as reflected in 
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the Phase comparisons of the R-L condition, that is, choosing 
among three subjects and one object produced more reverse di­
rection errors in the youngest group than choosing among two 
subjects and two objects„ Moreover, reverse direction error 
differences were significant among the youngest and older 
groups during the Phase II task, but not the Phase I task. 
The significant Phase by Task interaction for the Phase 
by Phase comparison showed that during Phase I, more compre­
hension reverse direction errors were made than production 
errors (7 percent versus 0.4 percent), but errors made during 
comprehension and production trials for Phase II did not dif­
fer (4 percent versus 2 percent). Thus, in terms of compre­
hension-production comparisons, comprehension was more diffi­
cult in terms of reverse direction errors when the task was 
choosing among two subjects and two objects for "to" senten­
ces than for choosing among three subjects and one object 
for "to" and "away from" sentences. However, this compre­
hension-production gap disappeared in Phase II. 
General Summary of Response Strategies 
The strategy analysis based on the production error data 
agrees with other studies (Chapman & Miller, 1975; Guess et al.# 
1969, 1973, 1974, 1968; Sailor, 1971) in that older children 
systematically rely less on strategies per se. In the present 
study, children above the age of three years produced syn­
tactically correct descriptions appropriate to the stimulus 
conditions. This appropriate and correct production is 
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presumably under stimulus control of situations and contexts 
in the presence of which such productions have been previously 
reinforced (Segal, 1975; Skinner, 1957; Staats, 1968, 1971, 
1974), as well as being influenced by the child's earlier 
learning,, Such correct discriminative responding was true to 
a lesser extent for the three year olds, whose errors included 
reversing the preposition and reversing the subject and object. 
These errors occurred very infrequently and when they did 
occur, they occurred in Phase II. Nonetheless, even for the 
youngest group, production responses were not statistically 
affected by semantic or extra semantic variables. 
The comprehension-production gap found in this study 
supports the contentions of several researchers (Bloom, 1970, 
1973, 1974; Bowerman, 1973, 1974; Chapman, 1974; Chapman & 
Miller, 1975; Whetstone & Priedlander, 1973) that the con­
trolling variables for comprehension and production are not 
necessarily identical. Whether comprehension and production 
are different processes, however, can not be answered on the 
basis of data obtained in this study. 
A developmental progression in comprehension of sentences 
containing subject-verb-object of the preposition was demon­
strated. Three-year-olds made significantly fewer correct 
responses and used significantly more reverse direction 
strategies and non-logical strategies (e.g., subject-subject, 
object-object, or no-direction) than the older children. The 
relatively sharp performance differences between three-year-olds 
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(mean age 3 years, 6 months), and children aged four to five 
did not provide a group category demonstrating transitional 
performances. That is, children having a mean age of 4 years, 
1 month never differed significantly from children whose mean 
age was 4 years, 9 months on any of the comprehension tasks. 
Thus, since the intermediate group did not show transitional 
performance changes (that is, differ significantly from both 
Groups I and HI), the present findings do not show exactly 
what age ranges are involved in this transition and; therefore, 
exactly when non-syntactic variables are replaced by syntac­
tic variables. However, given the limited age differences 
between Groups II and III (8 months^ the present study pro­
vides a valuable clue as to when the transition must occur. 
Bever suggested that young children use an "actor-action-
object" strategy to the extent that any noun-verb-noun sequence 
is assumed to refer to an actor-action-object sequence of 
events. This suggestion was tested by Strohner and Nelson 
(1974), who found that three-year-olds did employ an actor-
action-object strategy for reversible sentences. These find­
ings also related to the performance of young four-year-old 
children. 
The findings of the present study are not in total agree­
ment with these previous studies. Phase I, which required 
the child to choose among two subject and two object alterna­
tives for "to" sentences, did not produce a significant sta­
tistical effect when reverse direction errors were measured. 
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This finding is consonant with, findings of Strohner and Nel­
son (1974) who reported performance by three-year-olds on 
reversible sentences that was near mastery. However, when 
the three-year-olds in the present study made errors, 25 per­
cent of the errors were subject-subject errors, and 9 percent 
of them were object-object errors. Thus, 34 percent of the 
time that errors were made, the three year olds appeared to 
be using no logical comprehension strategy. When the object-
object strategy was analyzed in terms of sentence type, fewer 
such errors were made in inanimate subject/animate object 
sentences than in animate subject/inanimate object sentences 
or in redundant subject/object sentences. This is in con­
flict with reports by Chapman and Miller (1975), Bloom (1974), 
and Bever (1970) who have suggested that young children make 
the most errors in response to the inanimate subject/animate 
object sentences. In these studies, however, versions of 
inanimate subject/animate object sentences were of the form: 
"The boat is hitting the girl," "The car is pushing the boy" 
(Chapman & Miller, 1975). In the present study, these same 
sentences were of the form: "The truck is going to the boy." 
Thus in the former versions, inanimacy of subject and animacy 
of object is confounded by the use of an animate verb for 
the inanimate subject, resulting in improbable sentences. 
However, the present study used a verb going which was 
consonant with the inanimate subject. Therefore, the present 
study used sentences which were (a) of the form inanimate 
subject/animate object, (b) probable, and (c) reversible 
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('Boys can also go to trucks"). The present findings suggest 
that the semantic variable of animacy needs to be qualified 
in terms of the appropriate verb used. Thus, in Chapman and 
Miller's study, children appear to be responding less to the 
animacy of the subject than to the improbability of the 
sentence. Such an effect would result in the children's 
incorrect reversibility of subject and object. 
Therefore, Strohner and Nelson's findings that three-
year-olds perform poorly (i.e., 90 percent incorrect), to 
improbable sentences supports the present contention that 
Chapman and Miller's sentences were viewed as improbable. 
Moreover, Strohner and Nelson's findings that three-year-olds 
perform at 100 percent correct levels for probable active 
sentences would help explain the present results that three-
year-olds had little trouble with inanimate subject/animate 
object sentences when object-object errors were measured. 
Why the three-year-olds in the present study made approxi­
mately one-third of their errors in the object-object cate­
gory is not clear since all three types of sentences retained 
probability information which should have facilitated not 
making these types of errors. Since the overall percentages 
of correct responses in Phase I were not significantly affected 
by this animacy factor, however, the error analysis may be 
an artifactual result of low error rates. If so, the error 
data would not provide an accurate account of the strategies 
employed by younger children when both subject and object 
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alternatives were free to vary, and the stimulus sentences 
contained a "to" preposition* 
The extralinguistic cue; of task complexity controlled 
more reverse direction responses in the youngest children 
when the verbal and visual stimuli did not match than in 
the older groups. The Phase comparison, however, does not 
show whether these errors were due to having to choose among 
three subject alternatives when the object was fixed, or due 
to the use of two prepositions ("to" and "away from"). The 
Phase II analysis for "away from" sentences, however, confirmed 
that the younger children had a great deal of difficulty with 
the "away from" preposition but not with the "to" preposi­
tion, suggesting that the appropriate use and comprehension 
of the "away from" relational term appears at a developmen-
tally later time than the "to" preposition. Thus, the young­
est group may have performed at lower levels to both sentence 
types as a function of the prepositional term "away from" 
rather than the sentence type. The intermediate group (mean 
age 4 years, 1 month) however, made 34 percent more reverse 
direction errors on the redundant sentences than on the ani­
mate subject/inanimate object sentences. These children made 
no reverse direction errors on the latter sentences. Since 
these children demonstrated comprehension of the "away from" 
sentences during the animate subject/inanimate object sen­
tences, semantic variables were operating to increase the 
number of reverse direction errors made to redundant sentences. 
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Interestingly, semantic variables were operating to 
decrease the number of reverse direction errors for the 
youngest group when the visual and verbal stimuli matched 
in direction and the stimuli were of the redundant subject/ 
object form. These children had less difficulty in con­
structing puzzles of cars going to trucks and boys running 
to girls in the L-R condition (1 percent reverse direction 
errors) than in constructing puzzles of boys running to 
trucks in both the L-R and R-L conditions (30 percent 
reverse direction errors). Possibly these redundant senten­
ces were viewed as being more probable, given the three-year-
olds' experiential histories. However, this was not found 
for the R-L condition of redundant sentences. 
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CHAPTER VI 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
The present investigation confirmed the findings of 
Chapman and Miller (1975) that for young children (three 
year olds), non-syntactic cues may be the only sources of 
control for comprehension responses. Moreover, the present 
results also supported Chapman's (1974) claims that the rela­
tionship between comprehension and production may vary for 
different linguistic structures, for different aged children 
and for different tasks0 These findings then, are in sharp 
disagreement with the Imitation-Comprehension-Production 
hypothesis proposed by Praser, et al., (1963), and the Com­
prehension-Imitation-Production hypothesis of Whitehurst and 
Vasta (1974), both bf which propose a single relationship to 
exist between comprehension and production. That is, these 
theories have suggested that comprehension always precedes 
production, in the young child's development of language. 
The present findings preclude the search for any unitary rela­
tionship between the processes of comprehension and production. 
Several researchers have suggested that language compre­
hension may require a correspondence between the form of a 
linguistic description and the extra-linguistic stimulus 
situation (Bloom, 1973, 1974; Clark, 1973; de Villiers & 
de Villiers, 1973b; Huttenlocher, et al», 1968, 1971; Whet­
stone & Friedlander, 1973). When the correspondence between 
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a linguistic description and an extra-linguistic description 
involved equal and opposite directional components, however, 
the lack of correspondence was found to interact with sentence 
type (redundant subject or object sentences) to depress cor­
rect responding in children between the ages of 3 years, 
0 months, and 3 years, 10 monthse However, in the overall 
analysis, directionality did not exert significant differen­
tial control of comprehension or production for any of the 
groups, suggesting that directionality was not a critical 
extra-linguistic factor controlling production or comprehen­
sion,, 
Both the percent correct data and the error data obtained 
in response to sentences having semantically varied components 
suggests that comprehension strategies employed by young 
children reflect, to a large extent, their knowledge about 
the worldo Why a sentence having the inanimate subject/ 
inanimate object form as in "cars going to trucks" should 
produce higher comprehension correct scores than sentences 
having an animate subject/inanimate object form as in "boys 
running to trucks" in the youngest children is not apparent® 
Possibly, semantic probability information (Bever, 1970; 
Chapman & Miller, 1975; Strohner & Nelson, 1974) or expecta­
tions about particular relations between agent and recipient 
of the action in a sentence (Gowie, 1974; Gowie & Powers, 
1972; Powers & Gowie, 1975) may have been controlling factors 
for the comprehension scores of the youngest children, and to 
a lesser extent the intermediate aged children. Thus, future 
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research might well focus on questions regarding the child's 
experiential knowledge of the world and tie semantic encod­
ing of that knowledge,, Indeed, "cars going to trucks" 
may be considered a more probable event by the child than 
"boys running to trucks," if the child1s experience with 
trucks and boys is jointly considered,. 
The work of both Chapman and Miller (1975) and Hutten-
locher and Strauss (1968) has provided support for the idea 
that sentence comprehension is facilitated when the sentence 
to be understood was of the order i Subject-verb-object«, In 
the Chapman and Miller study animacy of the subject appeared 
to be important: in the Huttenlocher and Strauss study, the 
mobility of the grammatical subject appeared to be critical. 
In either case, children appeared to attribute the role of 
actor to the grammatical subject, suggesting that children 
were responding on the basis of the logical semantic rela­
tionship between agent, action, and object, rather than to 
the syntactic relations between subject-verb-object„ 
However, when comprehension tasks were complicated in 
the present study by having the child choose among two objects 
and two subjects or three subjects and one object which varied 
only in directional respects, the youngest children demon­
strated strategies showing no logical relationships between 
agent, action, and object (e.g., subject-subject, object-
object, and no-direction errors). Thus, the logical strate­
gies attributed to the comprehension skills of three year olds 
may in fact be overrated, when the experimental situation 
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requires discriminations of multiple subjects and objects 
differing in directional orientation. Casual observations of 
three year olds constructing "real" puzzles in the nursery 
school reflected strategies which included not looking at the 
puzzle pieces while constructing the puzzles. These children 
appeared to be just matching the puzzle shapes. Perhaps 
puzzle construction behavior in the nursery school generalized 
to the testing situation,, Thus, if the child matched two 
subjects or two objects which happened to interlock, he or 
she may have considered the task completed, regardless of 
instructional input (i.e., "Make a picture of..."). However, 
what still remains unresolved is the question of what happens 
to the variables controlling comprehension strategies between 
3 years, 6 months and 4 years, 1 month (for this study). 
Between these mean ages, children shift from making numerous 
illogical error responses to not making any of these illogical 
responses. A qualitative developmental progression in compre­
hension strategy was not found among all three groups, pos­
sibly because the age cut-offs employed for the present com­
parisons were not optimal for this type of research design. 
Had different age cut-offs been employed, then a more marked 
and more informative progression may have been identified, 
permitting a careful analysis of the corresponding controlling 
variables. To interject the possibility that the youngest 
children were in one stage of cognitive development while 
both the intermediate and older groups were in a different 
stage of cognitive development does not provide any additional 
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information which would explain the variables controlling 
strategy shifts in the children's comprehension performances„ 
The changes occurring between the ages of Groups II and III 
do, therefore, provide a viable research area for future 
study. 
A final experimental consideration raised by the present 
research involves the procedural utility of MLU to assess 
linguistic development in children (Brown, 1973j de Villiers 
& de Villiers, 1973b). The present study may not have found 
MLU predictive because of the population employed. Children 
of the day care center were not experimentally naive. The 
fact that they were the subject of many observational studies 
and were therefore in constant interaction with adults,. may 
support the idea that verbally these children were more 
advanced than the average nursery school aged child. To 
test this notion, a replication of this experiment might be 
done with a non-day care population, using MLU as a linguistic 
index. 
In summary, while the present investigation has provided 
important data regarding (a) the relationship between compre­
hension and production of sentences having a particular syn­
tactic form, and (b) the nature and extent of syntactic, 
semantic, and extra-semantic control of comprehension and pro­
duction in the young child, as many issues were raised as 
were answered. The area of language development, both recep­
tive and expressive, requires much more systematic and well 
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controlled experimentation than currently exists, before any 
general conclusion can be drawn regarding the exact variables 
controlling a development progression in the child's early 
language behavior,, A major difficulty in this area of inves­
tigation has been the design of an optimal comprehension 
instrument or procedure which would facilitate the assess­
ment of the child's language abilities more fullye The pres­
ent study has been but a first step in this design8 
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Appendix A 
Experimental Post-Test Results 
Both L-R and R-L Constructions Correct 
Trial One Instructions: Make a picture of X running to Y. 
Percent Correct Constructions 
L-R R-L Other 
Group I 40% 60% 0% 
Group II 60% 40% 0% 
Group III 20% 20% 60% 
Trial Two Instructions 
another way. 
: Make a picture of X running to Y 
Group I 40% 40% 20% 
Group II 20% 60% 20% 
Group III 20% 0% 80% 
Both L-R and R-L Constructions Correct 
Trial One Instructions; Make a picture of X running to Y. 
" I t  can ' t  
be done" 
100% 
60% 
0% 
Group I 0% 
Groip II 20% 
Group III 20% 
0% 0% 
20% 0% 
20% 60% 
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Appendix B 
Percent Correct Responses for Phases I and II 
Comprehension and Production 
Comprehens ion 
Phase I Phase II 
Production 
Phase I Phase II 
Group I 97 99 100 100 
Group II 88 93 99 100 
Group III 06 36 83 67 
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Appendix C 
Percent Correct Responses for L-R and R-L 
Comprehension and Production Tasks 
Comprehension Production 
L-R R-L L-R R-L 
Group I 96 99 100 100 
Group II 94 86 99 100 
Group III 19 19 77 73 
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Appendix D 
Percent Correct Responses for the Phase by Direction Inter­
action for Comprehension and Production Tasks 
Comprehension Production 
L-R R-L L-R R-L 
Phase I 72 60 96 98 
Phase II 79 85 96 94 
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Appendix E 
Percent Reverse-Direction and Reverse-Subject/object Er rs 
for Production Phases I and II 
Reverse 
Phase I 
Direction 
Phase 
Reverse Subject/Object 
II Phases I and II 
Group I 0 0 0 
Group II 0 0 0 
Group III 3 21 3 
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Appendix F 
Percent Subject-Subject, Object-Object Errors for Phase I 
Comprehension and Object-Object Errors for Group by 
Sentence Type Interaction for Phase I Comprehension 
Phase I 
Comprehension Strategies 
Subject-Subject Object-Object 
Group I 
Group II 
25 Group III 
Inanimate Sub/ 
Animate Object 
Animate Sub/ 
Inanimate Object 
Redundant 
Sub/Object 
Group I 
Group II 
17 Group III 
\ 
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Appendix G 
Percent Correct Reverse Direction Errors and Other Errors 
for the Phase II Comprehension Analysis 
Reverse Direction Errors Other Errors 
Animate Sub/Inanimate Object Redundant 
Sub/Object 
L-R R-L L-R R-L 
Group I 1 1 1 1 0 
Group II 0 0 6 0 4 
Group III 30 30 1 25 
% 
17 
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Appendix H 
Percent Reverse Direction Errors for the Group by Phase by 
Direction Interaction for Phase II Comprehension 
Phase I 
L-R R-L 
Phase 
L-R 
II 
R-L 
Group I 1 0.7  0 0 
Group II 1 2 0 0 
Group III 10 8 15 24 
